
The knapsack problem



How to write a book / P and NP / leaving

home

The way you can go isn’t the
real way. The name you can
say isn’t the real name.

The Knapsack problem can be described in the
following way (and yes, I do realize that this
is not the best way to start a book, but bear
with me (or don’t, it’s your choice,

obviously), as the problem is very interesting,
plus there will be a sex scene at the end and
this part is, like, suuuper relevant for

understanding its context): you have a backpack
(“knapsack” is another word for backpack), with
a given volume, say 10 liters (or we can say
“10 gallons”, if you are American (although,
“yuck”)), and a bunch of objects that you want
to put there, each object with a different

volume, say 1 liter, 2 liters, 3 liters and 5
liters and you want to fill it up, leaving no
empty space. And you want to devise a general
way to determine which objects you want to



take, which works in all cases i.e. an

algorithm.

You can, for example, start putting objec
ts

from lightest to heaviest - in this case 
you

would put 1 liter and then 2 liters and t
hen 3,

but then you wouldn’t be able to take the
 big 5

liter object. You can start from heaviest
 to

lightest, then you would take 5, 3 and 2 
and

you would fill the 10 liter backpack to it
s full

capacity, so this is a solution, but for 
this

case, but not for others, e.g. if you hav
e a 6

liter object instead of the 1 liter one (
so 2,

3, 5, and 6) - in this case, the lightest
-first

would work. Of course, there are more com
plex

solutions that would work in both cases,

however, no solution that works in all ca
ses

have been found so far (except just tryin
g all

possible combinations of objects).

Checking if a given set of objects constitutes
a solution to the knapsack problem is easy -
you just have to sum a few numbers. But

actually “finding” a solution for it, is a

lengthy process (for just 5 objects you have 5
* 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 = 120 combinations that you
have to try out). That puts the Knapsack

problem in a very special class of algorithmic
problems called “NP”. What’s even more

interesting is that most problems in “NP” are
“NP-complete” - this means that if you find a
solution for one of such problems, then you’d
have found a solution for all other problems of
that class, so it’s like all of them are



different formulation of one and the same

problem.

Most people think that there is no such

solution (that P is not equal to NP), and
 that

is indeed the logical conclusion of the f
act

that no one managed to prove otherwise fo
r more

than 50 years. But on the other hand, it 
seems

that there must be, right? Because else w
hat is

this weird problem doing in the middle of
 the

computation complexity ladder, neither he
re nor

there? It must be there for a reason. Bec
ause

of this, I still think that it’s worth tr
ying

to solve the Knapsack problem, and I some
times

do that after school or during it. This i
s a

like a hobby for me. I started doing it b
efore

I knew most of this stuff, actually. But e
ven

after understanding it and knowing that i
t is

probably impossible, I am still a believe
r -

one thing that I know is that, in math, n
othing

is coincidental, so if it looks like ther
e is a

way, then there must be one.

A real-life scenario where I thought that I’d
test this problem was when I left my family
home for the first time and I had to fit all my
possessions that I wanted to take with me in a
backpack. I decided that I would take all the
objects that I wanted to take and to try many
different combinations until I find the most
efficient one, however, I abandoned this plan
even before I started packing, as a thought
came to me which was quite depressing - even if
I knew how to solve the knapsack problem, I



wouldn’t help me much with packing my

belongings and deciding what to take. As hugely
important this problem was, it suddenly seemed
minuscule, even compared to my little dilemmas,
the attachments that I had to some of my stuff,
and my lack of information as to the place
where I was going.



Alex / Picking friends / Who am I / How

switching places would solve both of our

issues

Meeting my roommate



The room was small and filled with furnitu
re, up

to the point where two people can hardly 
pass

by without touching themselves. “Call me Alex!”,

my new roommate said that while standing 
up

just next to the bed he was probably occu
pying,

and smiling with a childish smile. I thou
ght he

was over-friendly, but his voice was so l
oud

and firm, that I could not think of an

appropriate semi-sarcastic response which
 I

could use to distance myself from him, wi
thout

being rude (“OK”, “If o si”, etc.), so I just
shook his hand and started a regular

conversation, asking him how old he was, 
for

how long had he been staying there etc. b
ut to

my surprise, although still very friendly
, he

wasn’t at all eager to answer my question
s, and

it even seemed that some of them he did n
ot

know the answers of. So unusual were his

reactions that for the first few days I ha
d the

suspicion that he might be “actually insa
ne” -

a fact which understandably made me

uncomfortable, especially since, given th
e fact

that both of us were under the same

circumstances, such categorizations were 
far

from objective. My mind could help but th
ink

that probably I was insane and he was the

normal one, and he seemed insane to me th
us.

Alex had a huge scar on his left knee which I
noticed immediately when I saw him and which
made me want to immediately distance myself
from him even more. An urge which did not

dissolve even after I learned that he got it in
a trivial way (sports incident) and was even



strengthened by my realization that it weren’t
the scar, nor his cheerfulness which crept me
out, it was his hair, the way he wanted to
shake hands, and all the other numerous ways in
which he looked just like me.

“So w d o  fo n?” I asked, consciously
trying to distance myself from him by

emphasizing our differences by talking abo
ut my

weird hobbies which I was sure would be t
o him

most alien, “I li  re”. But he just gave me a

thumbs up and changed the subject leaving
 me

with no choice but to make friends with h
im. I

usually pick my friends very carefully, n
ever

approaching them until they have passed s
ome of

my elaborate mental tests, like imagining
 them

in hard situations and seeing how would t
hey

escape from them, or, perhaps, more

importantly, imagining us hanging out tog
ether

and assessing if we look cool enough, It 
was

true that recently I started abandoning t
his

practice, but that was not because I didn
’t

want for my friends to conform to my crit
eria,

rather it was because I just started real
izing

that I was too bad at judging the people 
around

me for me to provide a decent enough

assessment. But that line of reasoning di
dn’t

apply to Alex, as he was clearly not a pe
rson

whom I could interest in any of my hobbie
s and

neither with any of my other interests, w
hich

meant that although he seemed accepting, 
he

could not be a person who can be anything
 more

than my roommate.



“And who are you?” Alex’s voice was so loud that
it somehow got into my head and made me replay
all kinds of memories that I thought identified
my personality, like my acceptance in the Sofia
Mathematics College (where I have been studying
for the past few years), and also things that I
wanted to forget but could not, like my first
poor mark which I got shortly after my

admission in the same school. don’t know why,
but I couldn’t get rid of that memory, although
the occasion was completely uneventful. Perhaps
it was because of my obsession to always have
control over my behavior and, if possible, over
everything else around me. And then I thought,
maybe it was this obsession, and not my

obsession with mathematics, which was the

defining characteristic of my personality.

Perhaps if Alex were indeed interested in who
am I, I would have to tell him that story and
how terrible I felt then. That was what I would
have told Alex if he was really interested in
who am I, but he, of course, wasn’t - he just
wanted to know my name, and, as for the fact
that I was a control freak, seeing the way he
was looking at me he, had probably already
gotten it by then.

“Max. Sor, I am   of  k” I said trying to
apologize for not responding to his very 

simple

request, while at the same time spicing u
p my

persona with some self-irony. “It’s OK, me too”

he responded softly. Although I was almos
t sure

that he was doing it just to make me feel
 good,

his response actually offended me in sever
al



ways: firstly because he chose to take wha
t I

said literary, as opposed to the joke whi
ch it

partly was and secondly because he chose 
to

agree with me that I am a dork, instead o
f

trying to convince me that I was wrong. A
nd the

fact that he assumed the dork identity ac
tually

made it worse, as it looked like he was d
oing

it just because he pitied me, which was t
he

last thing that I needed.

Had he been a real dork, his gesture would have
been gladly accepted by me, only he actually
seemed like the exact opposite of a dork : one
only needed to see the way he stood up - calm,
fearless, not feeling a single bit of shame
over his naked body (in which there also wasn’t
anything to be ashamed about) to see that any
of my issues such as the ones I mentioned above
would for him be most alien. He seemed to me
like a person who, for example, when rejected
by a girl whom he wanted to date, would feel
less crushed and more surprised by the

occurrence of so unlikely an event. This was
the way I perceived Alex, although I was sure
that this wasn’t the whole truth especially
since he was here with me - he surely had some
issues which were to him serious, just as my
issues were serious for me.Issues that I

probably wouldn’t ever be able to comprehend
unless there was a way for me to switch places
with him (after which I would probably not be
able to get into my issues again.)

Had we been able to switch places for som
e



time, we both would have probably been ab
le to

perceive the insignificance of our issues 
and

live the rest of our lives carefree, not

needing any kind of therapy. This thought
 was,

for some time, so vivid that made me want
 to

actually switch places with him and not o
nly

figuratively - I had to become as strong a
s him,

and as confident as him and to adopt his

character, only so I can then better appr
eciate

my own character to which I would go back
 to

after a couple of months - a process whic
h, I

imagined, would cure me of all kinds of a
nxiety

forever. Only after I spoke with Alex for
 a

couple of hours had I realized that it wa
s very

hard to do - his personality was becoming
 even

more illogical for me with every new piec
e of

information I was learning about him, his

decision to make friends with me being th
e most

illogical of them all.

“You want to meet with my girlfriend and her friends?”
he asked me while I was looking at my opened
suitcase. I pointed at my luggage and smiled
half-jokingly laughing at him: of course I did
not want to go anywhere, I had just arrived and
I have work to do.

I smiled for a few seconds more, but he j
ust

smiled back and continued talking about h
is

girlfriend (she was coming from a rich fa
mily,

she was always looking very sexy, even in
 her

uniform etc.) with a smile on his face an
d I

started imagining that he was actually la
ughing

back at me, thinking something like “what
 kind



of loser would spend his evening tidying 
up his

clothes (which are all t-shirts anyways),
 where

there are so much more interesting things
 to

do”. It was as if his whole posture was

dictating these words to me and one had t
o just

find a systematic way to analyze it in ord
er to

spell them out. And so I said OK and I we
nt out

with him.



Church and Turing / Being stupid

Hallway

We leave the room and turn walk in the



direction opposite to the one from which 
I

came, going through a big corridor which

resembles the one from my school where th
e

classrooms are. I hear all kinds of sound
s

coming from the direction where we are he
aded -

footsteps, music, and also numerous differ
ent

voices, all shouting and having conversat
ions.

I panic as I realize that I am about to m
ake my

first “public appearance” to the people in
 the

facility. I try to calm myself by saying 
to

myself with a smug voice (which is, for s
ome

reason, the way I usually talk to myself)
 that

I most likely surpass those people in any

respect conceivable, and so all I have to
 do to

make a good impression is to act natural,
 only

to realize that I don’t even know what do
es it

mean to act natural in this facility, and
 that

I hardly got any clues for it from my enc
ounter

with Alex. I try glancing at him, and try
ing to

see the expression he would adopt before

entering, only to realize that he is alre
ady a

few steps in front of me and going so fas
t that

I almost have to run just to keep up with
 his

pace, and observing the difference between
 the

way we move reminds me of the even bigger

difference between the way we are seen by 
the

others makes it apparent that sticking wi
th him

is not a good strategy. So what, should I
 act

to the people here in the same way as I a
ct to

my classmates? The question reminds me th
at the

way in which classmates usually act towar
ds

each other is much different from the way 
they

do it at my school - the spirit that dict
ates

our actions is that of competitiveness - 
it is



all about who knows more and who can do m
ore in

a framework that is almost as rigorously-
defined

as the subject matter which it puts to th
e

test. In other words, my behavior was alw
ays

based on a precise set of goals, somethin
g

which I am sure I won’t see here, except 
if

just “getting better” counted as a goal, 
and it

most definitely could not (if I had time I
 would

have spent a few seconds just to apprecia
te the

irony of the fact that letting myself sli
p for

just a few hours from the norms very stri
ct

environment that I inhabited all my life 
has at

my school has put me into an environment 
that,

as far as I could see, contained no rules

whatsoever. But maybe it was just me bein
g too

quick to judge.)

As we get closer to the door I start seeing the
people in the hallway. The way they act

resembles the one in a school, but it definitely
is unlike my school, where everyone just sits
there and rest on their shoulders because they
are tired, and talk, if not to about the things
we study, about computer games or problems that
are probably formally equivalent to the things
we study. I continue talking, considering the
different ways in which I can act. Should I try
to make my best to find unlikely friendships
with Alex’s circle, which was what I was set
out to do originally, or should I take some
time to wander through the hallway to look
around and be like “Sorry, I just want to hang
around for a sec, it’s OK, if you don’t wish to
wait for me then, maybe we can meet after”. Or



should I quickly find my crowd (or the one that
resembles it most) and ditch everyone else, or
should.

Without me noticing, (as these things alw
ays

seem to happen without us noticing) this

dilemma has become like a leitmotif of my
 life.

It was the dichotomy that is best exempli
fied by

comparing the approaches of two great com
puter

pioneers - the well-known Allan Turing an
d the

(perhaps slightly less known) Alonzo Chur
ch.

The dichotomy was apparent in this accoun
t by

Solomon Feferman.

Kleene and Rosser had
received their Ph.D.’s by
the time Turing arrived and
had left to take positions
elsewhere. So he was reduced
to attending Church’s
lectures, which he found
ponderous and excessively
precise; by contrast,
Turing’s native style was
rough-and-ready and prone to
minor errors, and it is a
question whether Church’s



example was of any benefit
in this respect.

So, should I be more like Allan Turing -

passionate, giving a voice to my ideas, a
s

weird as they can be, and live a life wit
h a

lot of ups and downs, or like Alonzo Chur
ch -

pragmatic and disciplined and always foll
owing

a strict plan. You could observe how both

approaches worked for both of those peopl
e by

studying their biographies, but for me, i
t is

much more important to consider how they

influenced their work, In fact this is why
 I

picked exactly those two people who, if y
ou

don’t know, where the first to devise form
al

models capturing the concepts of an

“alghorithm” and “computation” (there was
 also

a third guy who did at the same time as t
hem

but no one remembers him). Look into the 
Turing

Machine - a weird, you might say convolut
ed

model, and try to compare them with the

Alonzo’s solution which is as simple and

elegant as the symbol, (the only symbol!)
 that

contains its gist - the Greek letter lamb
da.

True, Alonzo was much more spot on, naili
ng the

concept of computation without any kind o
f

ceremony, but Turing Machines - in additi
on to

answering the question they are set out t
o

answer, raise so many other questions tha
t they



changed the direction that the whole field
 took.

But although I am always eager to apply i
t,

that whole Church/Turing dichotomy was ne
ver of

much use for my life - beside the fact th
at I

cannot decide who’s side I am on (Turing

machines are cooler, but at the same time
 I

lean towards Church simply, because his l
ife

was more stress-free) I always seem to be
 put

in situations where neither approach seem
s

feasible, or it is hard to differentiate w
hich

is which, like for example right now foll
owing

Alex would be Turingy (I invented the wor
d),

because I would be meeting people who I

wouldn’t normally meet, but at the same t
ime

abandoning Alex would be Turingy, as well
, him

being the only (friendly) person I know. 
In

short, I often realize that I am thinking
 in a

given way just for the sake of thinking i
n this

way - maybe it is not the choice I make b
etween

Church and Turing, but the dichotomy betw
een

them itself, that defines my life. It (the

dichotomy) certainly defined the way I act
ed as

we reached the room and the first impressi
ons

that I made to the people there - a few m
oments

after we entered the hallway I realized t
hat

there some people are staring at me, whil
e I

was still contemplating how should I beha
ve,

based on the comparison between Church an
d

Turing, while gazing at the ceiling like 
a

complete idiot.

Still, at that moment I wasn’t certain that I
looked stupid i.e. I was like any other person
who sees everyone being stupid and ridiculous



all the time and has the sneaking suspicion
that they too, are sometimes stupid, but are
never really sure of it, although the data no
doubt shows it to be the case. As if me being
stupid was something that is highly unlikely,
like those events in American movies where they
always say “Impossible!” or “I checked the
calculations three times!”, before they realize
what we, the spectators already know from the
trailer (meteors, zombies, aliens etc.) And
even in those situations nobody really believes
they are stupid, except if they think that the
way that they are being stupid is not stupid to
them. It seems to me that we, people, are

defined by our imperfections - although they
make us self-appauled, we insist on them in the
same way as we insist to be heard when we speak
even if we don’t have anything substantial to
say.

Like, even if I knew how should I behave 
in

this situation, even if I have some “orac
le” in

my brain, that was capable of devising th
e most

well-received way to act in a given socia
l

situation, I would probably never use it,
 or

use it very rarely, as I assume that the 
social

strategies, the ways of acting that it wo
uld

output for me would be so different from t
he way

I act usually, that using them would mean
, for

me becoming its puppet (I won’t be using 
it,

instead it would use me.) Thinking about 
this,

makes me happy for being so socially awkw
ard

or, more precisely, socially clueless (I 
think

this expression should exist) i.e. not kn
owing



how to act, as actually knowing how to ac
t in a

given situation would mean that I would b
e able

to be seduced by the potential social suc
cess

to ditch my whole personality. to which I
 most

probably would give in, given my usual le
vels

of anxiety. So probably I am better off wh
ere I

am now - stuck in the undecidable (note m
y

clever use of computer science terminolog
y)

dichotomy between Church and Turing.



Nerd stereotypes / How I got my nickname /

Establishing connection with my younger self

X



As I was standing there, someone touched 
my

back with their finger, and, when I turned
 to

him, made an awkward gesture which I coul
d

decode only because it looked too much li
ke my

own gestures when I was nervous (another 
way to

put is that both he an I looked like a ro
bots,

programmed by a 5-year-olds). It was a bo
y

called Peter who evidently felt as out of
 place

as I did, although he had been in the fac
ility

for a lot longer (a few weeks, weird that
 he

didn’t know how many). We talked for seve
ral

minutes (sci-fi movies, manga, science tri
via)

after which he became very enthusiastic, 
he

even mentioned that it’s possible to swit
ch

roommates so we can live together, and, w
hen he

saw that my only response was to shake my
 head,

he felt confused and obliged to end the

conversation: “See you around, happy to talk to a fellow nerd!”

to which my response was just wave at him
 and

carry on. I preferred not to disclose to 
him

the reason for my lack of enthusiasm - it

wasn’t because I could not articulate it,
 mind

you, I just was aware that he would most

probably perceive it the wrong way: it wa
s

obvious that he strongly identified with t
he

nerd community, it was obvious that I ide
ntified

with it myself, but what he would not get
 was

that I wasn’t related to it in the same w
ay:

when I grew up (and where I grew up), the
re was

no such thing as nerd community at all, a
t

least as far as most people were concerne
d - we

were sometimes hanging around, playing ga
mes or

having interdisciplinary conversations, b
ut we



never attempted to divide ourselves from 
the

rest of the people - the only attempts to

divide us was coming the other way, from 
people

who were intimidated by our weirdness. Bu
t

being marginalized made our personalities
 much

richer - there were history nerds, font n
erds,

there were people who were nerds for musi
c and

other types of art and all of us were tog
ether,

connected by a set of rules that were uns
poken,

but universally understood in a way that 
was

shared on a much deeper level than sci-fi

fandom, ironic t-shirts, and involvement 
in the

IT startup scene etc. (besides, because m
ost of

these things didn’t exist at all). The

traditional nerd image that we know today

(glasses, pop-culture reference) was crea
ted

during a cultural shift that began, I wou
ld

say, with the release of the Windows 95

operating system (which coincidentally wa
s what

made the Stanford nerd Bill Gates the ric
hest

person on Earth) and ended with when Disn
ey

brought the Star Wars franchise in 2012, 
and is

largely consists of the lowest common

denominator of the qualities that curious

people really posses (where many of those

people still excluded from for various

reasons.) In order to make sure that cert
ain

people complied with us (in retrospect al
l we’d

wanted from them was to leave us alone) w
e had

to explain to other people who “we” were,
 and

being timid and hard with words we didn’t

really do a good job at it, worse - we le
ft big

movie studios and other huge companies to

create that identity for us.



Or maybe the reason we didn’t want to define
ourselves (really the reason we were timid and
hard with words in the first place) was that we
understood on some level that assuming an

identity, group or otherwise, forced us to
constrain the way we could act and indeed who
we were in the first place - something that, if
it wasn’t obvious before, was very obvious for
me then - I was able to see it in every

movement that Peter made, and I was able to use
it to explain any aspect in which the nerd
culture changed in the last years (e.g. why the
type of people who 20 years ago wanted to be
Einsteins now want to be Zukenbergs), but above
all, it helped me realize that, without

realizing it, I and all people around me had
gotten much more vocal and self-assertive.

Meeting Peter and other people in the roo
m (two

girls that were almost constantly laughin
g, and

the one who approached me first, but after
 that

was very reluctant to talk with me) made 
me

introspective and I started thinking abou
t how

all that identity had affected my characte
r. The

transition from thinking of the general

phenomenon to thinking of my personal sto
ry

made me realize that, although I thought 
that I

had been moving well above the naive conc
ept of

identity, I was actually at the very cent
er of

it, and that the terrible way I felt sinc
e I

got in the facility corresponded with the
 way I

was treating the people I was meeting - f
rom

Alex, whom I was trying to ditch after th
e first

“hello” to Peter, everyone I put under th
e same



category, as if I was inhibiting a world,
 in

which there weren’t other people but me a
nd my

classmates who at that time felt just lik
e my

copies. And my dissatisfaction with Peter
’s way

of acting suddenly felt like not much mor
e than

a pretense, the desire to be “nerdier tha
n

nerd” in order to gain some points in a g
ame in

which I was the only player and also the 
only

spectator. Looking at the room and realiz
ing

that I was in a new place with new people

suddenly felt extremely liberating for me
 as

the people, although they were looking th
e same

from the surface, started escaping from t
he

simple stereotypes that I had assigned to
 them

at the start and were quickly becoming

interesting and mysterious like the unkno
wns in

a huge nontrivial equation, describing so
me

interesting physics problem, for example.
 And

the biggest unknown, the one I had to sol
ve the

equation for was, of course, myself.

That metaphor reminded me of a certain incident
that happened when I was little and getting my
first taste of math in my first year at high
school (I thought I didn’t know anything about
math and for that reason I learned a lot.) At
that time my parents grounded me for spray

painting my name “MA”, written in all caps
on the door of my room . My punishment was to
do all problems in one math textbook, most of
which were simple algebraic equations of type
“solve for x”. I managed to finish them off that
same evening (my most productive mode is still
when I just want to make the work get away),



but, just as I was happy that I was no longer
grounded, I glimpsed at the door and noticed
how the X the symbol which I have been seeing
all night, was at the center of my name. Then,
for some reason, I took the spray can again (no
idea why my parents hadn’t confiscated it) and I
extended the contours of the “X” all the way to
the four corners of the door.

At that moment, everything in this story 
seemed

alien to me then, from why was I playing 
with

spray cans in the house at all to why did
 I do

something that was guaranteed to get me i
n

trouble.

And, I also couldn’t understand why I was so
fascinated with the symbol “X”, as I am pretty
sure I was already aware of the insignificance
of the choice of notation symbols in

mathematics. And so I decided that I would use
use the letter as a symbol of the person who I
was when I was a child and that I would not
concentrate on anything else until I establish
again (or for the first time ever) a connection
with that person.

Interesting fact: the letter “x” became a

symbol for the unknown after a book by

Descartes, and the letter wasn’t even pic
ked by

Descartes himself, but by the typesetter 
just

because he was out of letters on his Lino
type,

and “x” , being a letter that is used rar
ely in

text, was abundant.



Social code / Anna / Catherine

Good company

“I hate this place” I heard the voice of Alex who’d



suddenly found himself right next to me

(although most likely he had actually bee
n

there all along, just without me noticing
) “You

wanna go for a smoke? Sometimes we go in the

backyard, to smoke,” he waved his hand, pointing

at an opened window, which, because we we
re at

the ground floor, could be used as a door,
 which

was facing the yard - a gesture that, alt
hough

delivered with a quite plain and emotionl
ess

tone of voice stroke me as most flattering
, not

only because inviting me with him, meant 
that

he believed me to be better than the rest
 of

the people in the room, a more worthy com
pany

etc, but more importantly he saw me as al
l that

without knowing almost anything about me,
 a

fact that I actually found irreconcilable
 with

the way I imagined that social code worke
d in

general - in my mind each social circle o
r

clique had a certain set of principles, l
ike

the principle of competitiveness in my sc
hool,

which I sometimes saw as the axioms of a 
formal

system, and the criteria for acceptance f
or its

members that were derived from these prin
ciples

not only provided control over who had ac
cess

to the group but more importantly it crea
ted a

social context for the conversations that
 were

to take place there. Inviting random peop
le to

a group meant that it did not adhere to s
uch

principles, which in turn meant that ther
e

everything was possible in terms of socia
l

context (just like in logic everything ca
n

follow from falsehood). The invite, in th
at

respect was a carte blanche for me to act
 in

whatever way I decided and be whoever I



pleased. And not only that, but it consti
tuted

the encouragement to do so. With it, Alex
 was

saying that he not only liked me, but he 
would

potentially like any of the people that c
ould

be living in my brain, which were, otherw
ise,

completely different from each other (save
 for

the fact that all of them liked slipping

annoying math metaphors into any innocent
 train

of thought (and also all of them would li
ke

that joke as well, I think)).

I took Alex’s hand (he was helping me go

through the window) and then I turned around
and saw that the girl who I talked to a few
minutes ago was right behind me, this was the
one who looked somewhat reluctant to talk to me
after we exchanged a few initial words, but at
that time her enthusiasm had returned and she
was waving at me. After I was out, Alex reached
out to help her, but she ignored his hand and
jumped from the window herself in a very clumsy
manner, almost hitting me and almost falling off
her feet in the process. Later, when I would
get very close, even intimately close with this
girl (Anna) I would understand that she ignored
Alex’s help mainly because of the self-esteem
issues, but then it seemed to me that she was
just being snobbishly-individualistic (which
was often the same thing but at that time I
didn’t know that as well) and so I was

immediately drawn to her, albeit partially
unsuccessful, attempt to show us that we are
useless and herself - independent.



While Anna was still getting up and fixing
 her

dress, Alex rushed towards the fence and 
left

me alone with her. The noises from the ro
om had

almost completely fainted when we exited 
the

building, resulting in a silence which wa
s

making me uneasy, but which, due to my de
spise

for small talk, I didn’t know how to brea
k

without making the situation even more

uncomfortable, “So what are you in for?” I
heard Anna’s question which, if I were sa

t,

would have made me jump from my chair, wh
ile

also being exactly the kind of thing that
 I

would have asked her if I weren’t afraid 
she

would consider it inappropriate, “I wa g wi

 f ara cat,” I told her the short

version, “An o?”, but instead of answering she

just waved her hand in an ironic gesture 
that

was very customary to her and told me som
ething

like “You know, the usual u,” in a tone of
voice that almost made me uncomfortable t

hat I

don’t know what the usual stuff is, but at
 the

same time angered me, like all those math

textbooks and white papers that would int
roduce

a theorem or some other kind of result wi
thout

giving any kind of reference, whose autho
rs I’d

always considered full of shit, regardles
s if

their refraining from citing their source
s out

of laziness, or out of some desire to sho
w us

that they are so smart and educated that 
for

them stuff like this is so obvious that it
 goes

without saying. I initially, meant to sho
w my

annoyance by just ending the conversation
 as I



usually do, but at the same time the reve
rse

idea also came to mind, as if coming from
 some

shadowy alter ego of mine who (the alter 
ego)

later also took over my decision process 
and

proceeded to act on my behalf - “Sor, wa’s at

‘us tuff’?” I said with a harsh tone of voice.

I was worried whether I was being authentic,
though what does authenticity even mean when it
comes to personalities - we all basically say
and do things that we have seen somewhere and
then we stick with them if they bring us good
results. If I have to give a definition of

authenticity, it would be along the lines of
doing things without regard from their outcome,
but if that was the case, aiming for

authenticity was by definition paradoxical, and
not really worth thinking about.

“You are cute,” Ann’s response/reaction was
weird, and it left me overwhelmed, so muc

h that

I didn’t even have the capacity to consid
er

whether she was being honest and wasn’t t
rying

to play me to stop asking her about her p
ast

(like I said, I was even unsure whether m
y own

reaction that provoked her reaction was

authentic). But they both (the reactions)
 felt

real and that is what I, then, deemed mos
t

important, plus I happened to find Anna

beautiful as well - clothes, hair, makeup
, body

silhouette had all been accounted for, as
 well

as some specific gentle mannerisms without
 which

one does not appear (even with all of the
 above



aspects in place) truly attractive. I tha
nked

her for the compliment and from then on t
he

conversation started going lightly, carry
ing us

through various subjects by our mutual eff
ort to

enumerate everything that connected us (w
e were

both from Sofia, we both liked reading boo
ks

etc.) Very soon I would learn that those

weren’t really the strong points in our

eventual relationship (because her family
 was

much richer than mine, the Sofia she was f
rom

was quite different from the one I was fro
m, and

although we both liked books, we did so f
or

quite different reasons - I used them to e
nrich

my understanding of reality and for her t
hey

replaced reality completely). Indeed, aft
er

knowing her better, I was amazed by the f
act

that we were able to converse on so deep 
level

with each other at that first meeting, wit
hout

her leaving the usual kind of reality tha
t she

was inhabiting, but it was probably becau
se I

wasn’t being myself at that time as well.

At that time, Alex was sitting on the run-down
bench at the end of the yard, which was

surrounded from all sides with thick trees, and
making out with a girl called Catherine, who
was a friend of Anna, though, as I would learn
later, the two had, despite their best efforts,
nothing in common (although from first glance
they looked like twins) In general, there were
many things about Anna that I wish I knew her
better before I had met her, but again if I
knew her better, there would be no way for me
to understand her on the level that I did when



my first impression of her entirely false.

When I saw her, Catherina was sitting on 
Alex’s

lap and hugging him, or rather making him
 hug

her and enjoying how his arms were wrappe
d

around her body. Catherine was, like Anna
,

attractive and they also studied in the s
ame

private school, although Catherine was ac
cepted

with a scholarship and Anna wasn’t, a fac
t

which they constantly reminded to each ot
her

half-jokingly, although both of them actu
ally

took it quite seriously, probably because
 both

were aware, as almost everyone else, that

Catherine was much better than Anna at sc
hool,

as well as at everything else. And maybe 
this

was the point that divided them from each
 other

and made them at a deeper level, as differ
ent

from each other, as superficially similar 
they

were on the outside. That was not so much
 a

result of Catherine’s supremacy per se, b
ut

rather of their awareness of it and the w
ay

they chose to threat it. This awareness w
as

making the story of their friendship a sa
d one,

creating in Catherine’s own words “someth
ing of

a Hegelian master/slave dialectics”. Plea
se

take some time to look up this term befor
e

continuing reading this book (I am joking
,

haha).

There are more things that I didn’t know, but I
will spare you those and let you experience
what I experienced through the story. In short,
I was in a good company.



Outside / Not being punished / Discreet and

continuous models

Fence



Anna went immediately to Alex without eve
r

paying attention to her friend, who were

sitting right in his lap, and leaned clos
e

towards him, “I nd a cigaree!” she said,
disregarding, or even enjoying the fact t

hat

Catherine would have to stand from her

comfortable position at the lap of her

boyfriend order for him to pull out his p
ack,

and when went on shouting and waving her 
hands,

making me feel at loss when I remembered 
our

previous, very pleasant conversation. The
re was

something very theatrical in her gesture,
 and

it seemed like she was doing it regularly

judging from the way in which Alex immedi
ately

proceeded to give her what she wanted whi
le

Catherine just ignored her with a grimace
 that

showed boredom and turned to me instead, 
“Ah,

Alex, you brought a friend, hi Alex’s friend,” she
said and then asked me for my name, at wh

ich

point I decided to tell them the story ab
out

how I was grounded for painting my name o
n my

room’s door when I was little and how I t
hen

made it to one big “X” sign. “‘X’, that sounds a

bit lame, the symbol is too overloaded with meaning,

don’t you think?” Catherine said when she heard
the ending. But before I had time to clar

ify

that my point wasn’t to adopt the letter 
as a

nickname Anna entered the conversation: “You

have no tae, it’s awesome!” with which, although
she said it just to annoy her friend, cem

ented



this nickname for a long time.

We went on gossiping and drinking the whiskey
that Catherine had brought, and Anna went on
insisting (although neither Alex nor Catherine
seemed to share her sentiment) how awful

everything in the facility was and how she
wanted to get away from it, until neither them,
nor even myself could stand listening to her
any more - a fact which I, at some point,

decided to express by standing up, pointing to
a whole in the fence right next to us which I

had noticed earlier and saying “Fin, le’s o.” This
act left everyone in silence, making it

apparent that none did get it as a joke. “Yeah,
very funny, but I don’t want to have a private
spanking seion with Stla,” Anna responded,
but then Catherine cut her in a way analogous
to the one in which Anna had cut Catherine a
couple of minutes ago, as if she wanted to

avenge her: “Why, what is she to do, kick us out?”
and then she elaborated, explaining that as
long as we are with her, we can do anything we
want and would have no issues, as the amount of
money that her parents pay for her time there
made either our exclusion, or even any form of
more severe punishment, highly unlikely. She
went on to elaborate that this was the main
reason why the private education was at the
state that it was, while finishing up Alex’s

bottle of whiskey, “The issue is that the quality



of education is not all that important for
economic growth, especially amongst the upper
class. In capitalism such institutions (she meant
educational institutions) are marginalized up to a
point where they exist only because of tradition,”
she stayed silent for a minute and then she
appeared to remember what triggered her

monologue and stood up from the bench, “So we
can’t get punished. Let’s make use of this
privilege, it is one of the few ones that we
have!” and she stood up and crossed the fence.
Anna seemed devastated at first, not only from
the way in which Catherine had cut her, but
from the fact that she had to break the rules
to remain with her. Later I would learn that
Anna, although seemingly detached from reality,
actually felt a very strong need to identify
with someone else from it, a need that was
probably inexplicable to her as it was to us.

I asked Catherine about what she meant by

saying that not being punished is one of 
the

few privileges that she had, as I already
 knew

she was super wealthy by that time, “Well, being

part of the upper class has its privileges, obviously,

but you only get them if stay in it, for which you

must adjust every aspect of your lifestyle -

maybe you adjust it for the better, but still it is



done against your will. Like, imagine that you are

stuck in a very beautiful place, but which, (like

this one) is covered from all sides with fences, up

to a point where it feels like a prison to you. If

we concentrate on the fact that it is beautiful,

then being there would count as privilege, but if

you view it like a prison, you’d have almost no

privileges save for the fact that whenever you

see a hole in the fence you are free to escape

for a little, before they find it out and patch it

up.” I didn’t respond anything to her (probably
because she only left me a little time be

fore

she stuck her tongue in Alex’s mouth), bu
t I

was impressed by the way she explained to
 me

(simply and without showing off). I though
t that

she really knew where I was coming from w
hen

asking the question, and for a second I f
elt

really good.

“So let’s go,” Catherine said and we all went,
breaking the exit rule, each for their own
reasons: Catherine, because in her own words
that breaking rules and not getting punished
was the only privilege she had. Anna, because
she preferred to trash her principles than to
have them, but not to have somebody to share
them with. Alex, because he probably had no
concept of rules at all, or if he had, it was
quite different than ours. And me, because a few



minutes later I had remembered a silly

childhood memory in which I broke the rules for
no reason at all and which I wanted to

understand/recreate.

While I was crossing the border, I rememb
ered a

thought that I had a few weeks ago, relat
ed to

the differentiation between discreet and

continuous mathematical models which I go
t when

reading the proof of proposition one of

Newton’s “Principia”, where, in order to 
be

able to compute the influence of continuou
s

forces, the author imagined that these fo
rces

are not in fact continuous but operate on

discreet bursts for a really short time (
you

might say that this is the concept behind

calculus, basically). This passage (wante
d to

warn you that this book contains some sup
er

heavy abstract nonsense, but it’s too lat
e,

isn’t it?) gave me the weird idea that th
e

world by itself was inherently continuous
, and

that discreet events and quantities are

actually just some abstractions that we p
eople

invented to make sense of it. Taken to a 
higher

level, this idea implies that going throu
gh the

fence was not an event that happened at s
ome

exact point in time, but rather a long pr
ocess,

with no beginning and end, and that the e
vent

of going through the fence was just the p
oint

in time when my mind understood what was

actually happening. Note that I don’t jus
t mean

that the event was predetermined, like we
 have

no free will etc., but rather I am saying
 that

eventhough we are able to alter reality t
hrough



our actions (and even if sometimes we can
 even

do it in ways that we can call predictabl
e),

our understanding of it (the world) might
 still

might be flawed, fragmented, and such that
 we

can only gain some deeper insight about w
hat’s

really happening partially and through so
me

very sublime form of intuition. Our fanta
sy

(the ability to make up and switch betwee
n

different explanations) is, according to t
his

theory, nothing more than an instrument f
or

self-deception, due of which we are often
 left

with the impression that we have more con
trol

than we actually do - we can even believe
 in

concepts and ideas that fail us, saying t
hings

like we are right in principle or just bl
aming

the world that it doesn’t confront to our

perceptions, while in reality, no concept
 is

correct and all of them would fail us soo
ner or

later.

So, since the results of our actions cannot be
predicted, we might as well just do anything we
want.



This or nothing / The moon / Fractals / Me

and Alex / Explanations / Is the world

mathematical

Outside



After walking through the woods for a cou
ple of

minutes I stopped seeing the facility I t
otally

lost sense of where I was - the facility,

although it was unfamiliar, I associated 
with

my parents who took me there, the backyar
d, I

associated with the facility, but there w
as

nothing I could associate with the woods

surrounding it. And I thought that the ot
hers

felt the same, because the disappearance 
of the

light, coming from the fence caused the

conversation stop abruptly - there simply

wasn’t anything to talk about in the curr
ent

context. This was when I realized, for th
e first

time, that my companions weren’t as close
 with

each other as I imagined them to be, ther
e were

more like inmates, who became friends bas
ed on

the type of crime that they are “in for”,
 as

Anna put it. And together we were running
 away

from the place where we were “supposed” t
o get

better - as naive as this thought was, an
d as

much it oversimplified the situation, it g
ot

struck in my head and I started thinking 
about

my parents and their hopes for me to cont
inue

studying and do God knows what else and a
t the

next moment the conflict was tearing me to

pieces - it wasn’t that I no longer found
 their

ideas stupid, but rather I was unnerved b
y the

fact that I had nothing more clever that 
I

could replace them with - it seemed to me
 that

every different thought that I had or migh
t ever

have (even my brilliant insight about the
 world

being continuous) either died or was diss
olved

(no suffocated) by the environment in whic
h it

was born. As if I too, although strictly



middle-class, was stuck in Catherine’s pr
ison

with only temporary lapses of mental free
dom,

the only difference being that I was given
 a

false hope of escape - the idea that the 
richer

people had it better, that they had real 
choice

over what to do with their lives. But see
ing

Anna and Cathy made me understand that th
ere

was no escape - it was “this or nothing”

absolutely always, and for everything, ev
ery

single time when I thought I had a choice
 all

options that I was given were eventually

blending with each other until the choice
 could

very well be reduced to “this or nothing”
. And

not only that, but you would all the time
 hear

voices that are making you act: “Come on,
 just

take this. You are telling me that you wo
uld

walk away with nothing…

“This is what you want. There is no better than
this. All other people take this. And you will
like it. And even if you don’t, well, I am
sorry to say it, but the alternative is

nothing!”

I turned to Anna, who was walking with me
, as

Alex was making out with Catherine again,
 and

tried to articulate the above thoughts to
 her,

but by the time I began to speak I alread
y had

almost forgotten what the whole point was
 I

ended up just repeating the phrase “this 
or

nothing” many times and complaining to he
r in a

very lame manner: “It’s i l he  evne s ‘Mak

 co!’ an  ha  rey e t, or … Yo k ho



rri t ?”

“I mean, yeah,” she responded immediately like
she wanted to verify if she understood me

correctly, “But, like, if you consider choices
that meaningle, then shouldn’t it at lea be
easy for you to make them?” she accompanied
this question with her usual ironic gesture,
that made it seem she was mocking me, although
by that time I knew she was making it in a

friendly way, “Or rather, like, go through them I
gue, experience them…” and then she added an
“I don’t know” at the end, swiftly as if she
didn’t want me to think too long that she knew
what she was saying. But although somewhat
successful at erasing her words from my mind,
her remark never erased the feelings they

provoked. And it looked like this was just what
she intended.

“Yyo e rt. So pp i’s o t hi tses t

oh , te, pep ’s e w  wih I a t. Lik,

we  d et m t am n in 99 pen  or e

ny o pp e j sud’t oc ul to  w

we ’t at .” I almost immediately remembered
the way Anna was complaining about our

situation at the facility just a few minu
tes

earlier and it struck me as ironic how sh
e,

like many other people, never learned to 
follow

her own advice and to just get on with he
r life



in the presence of “undesirable” circumst
ances

(I am using the word in quotes because al
most

everything can be seen as undesirable whe
n

viewed from a given angle, and we often d
on’t

know enough to really categorize what’s

happening around us). But I couldn’t say

anything as I knew I was the same.

I looked at the sky to search for the moon, but
the trees were so thick that I didn’t spot it
anywhere until we climbed much higher and

reached a rocky area where there weren’t so
many trees. There I could see that it (the
moon) was partially hidden by the peak of the
mountain as if in was making an unsuccessful
attempt to conceal it’s presence from me, but
was given away by the strong light that it was
emitting, which was illuminating the contours
of the peak itself as well as parts of the
slope. Alex must had seen it at the same

moment: “Whoa, full moon!” I saw him gazing at a

peak, “Yo tk o?” I asked, trying unconsciously
to adopt the only role that I knew how to

perform well, that of the know-it-all, “pet
r  se m e,” to which Alex responded by an
action - he left our group and started running

uphill towards the peak. “He s ig  h o,” I
replied to Catherine’s question and we spent
the next minutes observing the slope, looking
to take a glimpse of Alex’s shadow.

As I watched him, I was filled with admira
tion,

but was also baffled as to why was he doin
g what



he was doing - jumping through stones in 
the

dark had its risks and nobody takes risks

without rewards (or so I thought, at leas
t).

Was the sight of the moon enough of a rew
ard

for him? Or he was trying to prove me wro
ng and

impress his girlfriend? All those theorie
s were

plausible and probably partly true, but n
one of

them satisfied my curiosity, and it wasn’t

because I considered it impossible for a 
person

to get motivated to do such a thing - I k
new

that there were many people who would giv
e

their lives for much less - rather it was
 that

those theories only explained the fact th
at he

was climbing, but did not explain the way
 he

was doing it - fast, moving with big jump
s and

occasionally waving at us at times where 
he

should clearly be holding onto the rocks 
i.e.

he was doing what he was doing with passi
on,

and passion never arises from sheer ambit
ion -

I knew that because I had had many goals 
that I

wanted badly, but I would never be as

passionate as Alex looked like and at tha
t time

I felt that I would never would be as

passionate - I felt doomed to live a life
 that

was regular and boring as the geometric fi
gures

that architects use to build robust struc
tures,

or perhaps like the statistical graphs, w
ith

all my true experiences stolen, and not r
eally

my own - if my life could be represented 
by

traditional geometric figures, Alex’s were
 more

like a fractal: elementary but infinite, a
nd

impossible to grasp fully, where the poor

bastard who aims to do so (me) would just
 see

more of the same, until he gets tired or 
dies,



leaving their investigation incomplete. O
n the

other hand, if Alex had fallen and died t
hat

day (as well as in any other day) his dea
th

wouldn’t have made any difference to who h
e was

and what he was about.

It is the poor bastard (again, I am talking
about me) who needs to worry about dying - the
one who thinks that his advanced intelligence
would allow him to become like Alex, and for
his life to become a fractal - the one who
reads about this dichotomy between the simple
geometric shapes and fractals and thinks that
these are just two extremes and that they can
find a common ground, than is both authentic and
safe. The one who then tries to reach it,

although on some level they are probably aware
that this common ground of course does not
exist, simply because the dichotomy itself does
not exist in the first place, as it contrasts
the real (Alex’s fractals) with the ideal (my
simple geometric shapes) which are things that
come from completely different dimensions (or
rather different kinds of dimensions as fractals
have (besides their topological dimensions)
fractal dimensions). But maybe I am stretching
the fractal metaphor too far.

For more info about this, you can consult
 the

book “Fractal geometry of nature” by Beno
it

Mandelbrot (which I haven’t read).

Looking at Alex, it looked to me like he was
aware of his immortality - he had already

reached the peak of the mountain and he was



coming back, and he chose to run downhill

instead of descending with his back facing the
slope, again, running like he didn’t have a
single care in the world.

When he was back I asked him if the moon 
was

full and he said it wasn’t but he was sti
ll

gleaming, as was Catherine, who almost pu
shed

me down the slope in order to stay next t
o him

and then started pushing her breasts towa
rds

his back: “So, will you take me there too? Maybe

we can take a walk together?” and when he
declined her invitation by explaining to 

her

that she cannot approach the peak dressed
 like

she was dressed, and pointing out that, w
ith

the shoes she was wearing, in which even 
an

average Sofian sidewalk would pose challen
ge for

her , but she was too preoccupied with he
r

desire to be at the top to listen to him 
and

kept on insisting, “We can have sex there,

below the bright moonlight.”

“We can have sex in the room as well.”

“Yeah, but imagine how romantic it would be…”

“I don’t have a fetish for romantic stuff. Besides, how
romantic it can be without me taking a shower first?”

At one point while listening to them, I s
tarted

thinking again about my stupid story how 
I drew

that X on my room door and I realized tha
t what

I did then was actually pretty similar to
 what



Alex did - we can say that his climbing t
hat

peak was his version or my X, or vice ver
sa. It

occurred to me that this story probably

represented the biggest common ground bet
ween

us. And my sudden remembrance of it was

probably a helpful aid from my brain to m
y

partly subconscious effort to establish a

connection with this person. And although
 I

didn’t, at that time, necessarily knew wh
y I

needed that connection, I realized that I

wanted it with a passion that somehow era
sed

all those annoying dichotomies that my

worldview had consisted off (Church VS Tur
ing,

nerds VS non-nerds…) in a way that was mo
re

satisfying that any kind of resolution to
 those

dichotomies (not that such resolution exi
sted).

I felt that in the realm of fractals, of 
the

real (as opposed to the ideal), things we
re

self explanatory, or more precisely that 
they

weren’t in need of any explanation.

This reminds me of that time I was playing with
various binary functions and I discovered that
that plotting all the points for which the
function (x) AND (x XOR y) (equivalently x ->
y) returns zero for given coordinates x and y
generates a near-perfect version of Sierpiński
triangle (if you are working in Javascript, the

function would be coded as (x, y) =>(((x) &

(x^y) === 0), by the way). I was fascinated
with my discovery and after spending a couple
of days analyzing the function I understood why
it happens i.e. why does the function behave in
this way, but I still don’t know why is that



question interesting for me in the first place.
This must be some peculiarity for humans, or
more precisely for mathematicians to seek such
explanations - a snail cannot explain why his
shell exhibits fractal characteristics (or why
it’s curve can be plotted using the number
sequence of Fibonacci), but neither does it
need such explanation. The explanation exists
not for the snail, but for the poor bastard
(me) who hopes that that understanding such
thing would help them understand themselves -
it is made by them and for them, like a sexual
fantasy that you use to masturbate.

But I guess the masturbation metaphor isn
’t

quite accurate, as the only real purpose 
of

these explanations manifested itself only
 when

they were shared with other people, and o
nly

insofar as they were recognized by them (
what

makes mathematics so useful was that it h
ad

this property that anyone who is sucked d
eep

enough in it would be completely unable t
o

reject any of its fundaments). The issue 
that

mathematicians are having, was mistaking 
the

explanation (an explanation) for the obje
ct

itself, thinking, for example, that a sna
il

shell is an example of a fractal, whereas
 the

reality of it was that fractals are a mad
e up

concept that are used to explain why the 
snail

shell and other natural phenomena look li
ke

this. That belief, that the world was

mathematical just because it could be exp
lained

with math was the root of all evil.



While he and Catherine were still talking, I
turned to Alex and asked him to take me to the
peak as well. I was so overwhelmed by my

thoughts that I did it automatically not

realizing how ridiculous my request was, I only
realized it when both of them gave me confused
gazes, trying to determine if I was joking or
what “I am not taking anyone anywhere, Alex said, to
us, overemphasizing the words as if he was talking to a
bunch of kids. If you want to come with me, I don’t
mind, and it’s not my fucking mountain anyways, but
the responsibility is yours.”,

I responded immediately “OK, yo ti ta t (te

n) wa’t u fu, rit. But c de  flt? If i  t

e s, te t ma t t i rg, wih s at 

l e f tor  te y e, if s  o, te I w ce

t u.”:

Alex had no idea from which side the moon was
flat, but we said we would go again, the

following day nevertheless.



Anna's kinky alter ego / Marijuana

What are we in for

While we were walking back to the facilit
y,



Alex and Catherine called me and asked me
 if I

was OK to sleep in Catherine and Anna’s r
oom

with Anna sometimes, so they can sleep

together. The rooms were next to each oth
er, so

it wouldn’t be a big deal. I refused, say
ing

that I don’t want to sleep in someone els
e’s

bed. “Fine, then Anna would go to sleep on Alex’s

bed,” Catherine said. I said that it was fine by
me, as I didn’t think that Anna would be 

OK,

but to my surprise she agreed immediately
.

After the arrangement was made, Alex and

Catherine resumed their private conversation
and left me and Anna alone, and so we continued
our talk from before, she asked me again about
what I was in for (using the same expression
that I thought of as a joke before) and about
the marijuana cigarettes, but I insisted that
she tell me first, which she tried to do but
could not, or at least I wasn’t sure what to
make of her story: apparently she had gotten
bored one evening so she had created an

anonymous profile on some social network which I
haven’t heard of and had created, in her own
words, “a totally different personality” for
herself that, the way I understood it, was
defined mainly by her extreme sexual promiscuity
(while the real Anna, she told me, actually
never had sex). The initial idea was to do some
“exploratory communication”, that is, to chat
about things that she didn’t normally talk
about with her friends, or in a way that she
wouldn’t do it normally, but she gradually came



about from chatting about all kinds of stuff to
only talk with people about their sexual

experiences and then about her made up sex life
(picking older married guys at sport pubs and
fucking them at parks at night, having group
sex. This resulted in her sharing more and more
of her personal details with people (pics of
her face, links to some of her “vanilla” social
media profiles) and ultimately in one of her
“partners” crossing the border - that story she
left untold, and instead only mentioned that
her parents had discovered her anonymous

profiles and after that had sent her here

immediately.

Like I said, I didn’t know what to make o
f her

story as, I felt, she herself didn’t, whi
ch

gave me the eerie impression that some of
 it

was fake not so much in its factual aspec
t, but

in the way that she expressed it in terms
 of

her own motivation - the little she said 
about

why she did what she did was along the li
nes of

“I was horny” which, I thought, felt real
ly

insincere, and when I asked her “Why didn
’t you

just have sex with someone?” in my attemp
t to

provoke her, and her response left me eve
n more

baffled - she said “I don’t know, I have n
ever

thought about it,” and then went on to ta
lk

about how her parents would never let her
 have

a boyfriend (as if they did approve her h
itting

on random people on the Internet) and how
 they

trying to restrict her about everything. 
The

way she talked left me with the impressio
n that

some of these restrictions were internali
zed,



that is, they had been slammed in her hea
d for

so long that in her mind, that they forme
d a

layer that was below the layer of things 
that

she wouldn’t do for fear of being punishe
d, -

one that consisted of things that she wou
ld

just never ever even think about doing, e
ven if

there wasn’t anyone watching her. The fac
t that

sex was one of these things made it even

weirder for me, since I also considered m
yself

sexually repressed. At school we used to 
joke

that sex was invented as a consolation fo
r

people who can’t factor quadratic equatio
ns,

but we all knew that the reality was that
 jokes

like that one were invented as a consolat
ion

for people who can factor them (there wer
e

other jokes from this series, like the on
e

about why a mathematicians have to have b
oth a

wife or and a mistress, but I spare you, 
as,

this is a very serious book.

“Bece h n el  we h e w t iss, te t
ses h h a w te f a s t o t o t.”

But I guess there was much difference in t
he way

we perceive things that we consider forbi
dden

and things that are just taboo, the forme
r

constituting joke material, and the latte
r

bringing drug-like satisfaction to some p
eople,

when brought up.

After opening up to me, Anna pressed me to do
the same and tell her everything about my

cannabis smoking, something that I though I’d
do easily, but that actually was pretty hard to



come to terms with, after viewing it in the
context of her virtual sex addiction (shortly
before that I had tried to think about whether
I had restrictions that I had internalized in
the way she internalized her sexual

frustrations and what they were, but I couldn’t
think of absolutely anything, which to my

analytical mind meant that such thing did

exist, else I would have thought about it

sooner (which it indeed did)). At first I

started telling her how I began smoking - a
story that seemed as plain as can be, because I
basically just went to my classmate bought an
already wrapped cigarette and lit it with a
friend of mine, but Anna seemed very interested
in it and, after I finished telling it, she

immediately stopped me with a question: “OK, but
why have you decided to do so, why have you
decided that you want to do it?” and when I
responded something about the effect the drug

has: “Right, but how did you know what the
eect was before you tried it, it ju sms kind
of t purposefuy to me that you did it like
this.”

She insisted that such things typically h
appen

by accident: “When Cathy arted smoking it

happened after someone gave her a joint inead

of a regular cigaree, other people ju decide to

try when someone around them, but I haven’t



heard people who raight up bought a joint!” she
said this and then stopped, leaving me

wondering whether it was normal to buy a 
joint,

or whether the habit of smoking marijuana
 is

supposed to be transferred from one perso
n to

another, like the wholly scriptures or

something. When I thought of his comparis
on was

amusing and also was a good response to w
hat

Anna said, so I shared it with her, laugh
ing

and let her know that I am not really fee
ling

her dilemma: “I di  ba I di ,” I added “Dos

eyn s o v a pat?”. She insisted that

it indeed did have to have an explanation
, and

so I was forced to make one up.



The conformist choice / Taboos / Dichotomies

/Marijuana

What are we in for contd



I felt bad when I saw Anna’s reaction (sh
e just

nodded and looked the other way), as I

understood why she felt betrayed - she ha
d

opened to me with some of her most intima
te

secrets (these things that she told me we
re

apparently true) and I had given her noth
ing in

return. “Sor, I rey ud’t in  nhi l o s.

Bes, yo w, I am d ik  vi t sat ded

 acs!” and then having nothing else to say, I

kept exposing my hatred towards having to

explain myself to everyone, till that was
 I

that I wanted to talk about.

“I am  te c, bee n e k u t en ref n
u  mag  cort oc,” I said, “a fd o
w be 100% bed u l  ti, pod ha  ar ig
 se h s em l n i yu gt ey  o
d ro h h at y  asb o y.”: I
remember, for instance, when my parents (both
college graduates, with careers in academia)
learned that I had decided that I want to drop

college: “But you only have a year.” “What are you going to do

instead?” (asked with a grave tone, grave up to the
point that it makes you forget that there were,
of course, an infinite amount of things that I
could do, tone that went to show that the very
consideration of the possibility of me leaving
school was derogatory for their very selves.
And every answer to their question that I could
give them made things worse.



“May I n ar m al ses?” - “What business?” “But

you don’t know anything.” “Where you will get money from?”

“Pers I a d e tli?” - “You will only waste your time!”
“It’s dangerous” etc. But at no point of my life (and
most probably in theirs too) had they ever
looked with such critical eye to the act of
getting a university degree, at no point did
they realize that studying comes with expenses
in terms of money and time which have altered
many people’s lives for the worse, that it
forces you to make a career choice at an age
when you are not really ready for it (or

perhaps that’s a good thing for them (as the
choice is largely theirs), I don’t know), that
it generally restricts your array of interest
etc. Probably this is why colleges are filled
with people who have even less incentive than
me to study than me.

And it’s the same with marijuana, isn’t i
t?

Because the use of the drug isn’t customa
ry in

our society (or even we can say that it i
s

customary, it is just not culturally acce
pted),

all kinds of weak arguments against it ap
peal

to the general public, like the concept o
f it

being a “gateway-drug” that drags people 
into

doing other more dangerous drugs. Not onl
y is

this argument an instance of a the “corre
lation

implies causation” statistical fallacy (t
hat my

parents who had both studies statistics a
re

very much aware of) but what are those mo
re

dangerous drugs they are talking about an
yways?



We had at least two relatives who died of

alcohol abuse, and many more who were ali
ve but

reduced to little more than robots/zombie
s who

only think about how to get drunk. And st
ill

they never discouraged me from drinking i
n any

way, nor were they in any way ashamed to 
do it

in front of me or anyone else.

You might say that it is just that those people
don’t know anything about marijuana and so they
naturally get scared, as the unknown is always
scary - this explanation is true, but

incomplete, as those same people are quite
capable of acquiring enough information about
many other potential threads in order to be
able to, if not asses them, at least make an
educated guess about their seriousness. So why
do they choose to make an uneducated guess
instead? For me the answer must lie in the way
that their (our) whole worldview is organized,
it probably has something to do with all those
dichotomies that we use all the time -

perceiving the world in terms of contrasts
(black and white, pleasant and unpleasant, fair
and unfair) naturally makes us believe that
there must be something that contrasts with our
own self, like because there is an opposite of
everything, we naturally think that there exist
something that is the opposite of us, opposite
to our very identity, and this belief makes us
naturally search for it and identify it in
things that we know to be bad, but are also not
extremely bad, as we don’t consider our

identity extremely good). These things become



our taboos, the things that we don’t want

anything to do with.

And for that reason people who do like th
ese

things have to assume them as part of the
ir

identity in order not to feel shameful ab
out

them. When you think about it, the whole 
weed-

smoking subculture with their (our) disti
nct

symbols, music etc. seems like a support 
group

for people who are drawn towards a thing 
that

everyone else chooses to reject and want 
to

live like this without shame.

“Cas  on - yo ma t noy r big  on
r o,” At the middle of my thoughts I suddenly
found a way to engage Anna in the conversation

again and quickly took it, “Apany is  s
ece pe n’t a ret t etse pnet
ab hi r to se el lig r ad l og
.” I admit that I said that last part with a
bit of pathos, as if I had done something a
little bit more brave that what I actually did,
although for me it was brave (I am glad that
there isn’t some security footage of my meeting
with the dealer as, in spite of the low quality
of security cameras, the way my legs were

shaking would have been clearly visible). I
said it like I expected that Anna were super
into it as I imagined she were, but she

actually reacted in the reverse way - she

turned her head in the opposite direction and
started looking and Alex and Cathy who at that



time were probably kissing and grabbing each
other’s bottoms, she was still smiling but her
smile looked partly like she was trying to be
polite and partly like she was just laughing at
me. “This is stupid!” I continued, “It should
not be like this. Everyone should feel free to
act as they please.”

“I agr,” Anna replied “But were you reay

fr? Or were you ju trying to rike a pose?”,

This remark got me thinking of that day and of
what I was really thinking before buying that
cigarette. My motivation was really hard to
pinpoint because of what happened shortly after
buying it - I was caught smoking it, was taken
to the principle and met with a thousand other
people (teachers, parents, friends etc.) all of
whom had their idea of what I was thinking, and
some of whom were so sure that they understand
me better than I understand myself that they
got me confused by saying things like “Don’t be
hard on yourself, I am sure that there is a
reason why you did it, probably your family is
dysfunctional?”, or by claiming that that is
the wrong way to impress this and that person
whom I didn’t even think would be impressed (I
kinda had a crush on girl who got me the

cigarette, but my attempts to smoke weed were
to her probably cute, but hardly impressing
(you wouldn’t be impressed by someone who does
once something that you are doing every day)).
It felt as if those people weren’t looking for
an explanation, but just wanted to reaffirm what



they already thought was happening, and their
desire to be correct (most of them were

somewhat correct, but that’s a quite different
thing) was so strong that I almost felt I’d
disrespect them if I didn’t use their

explanations instead of mine (it is amusing how
willing people are to forgive anyone anything,
provided that they understand their

motivation). What was bugging them was not the
harm that the drug might inflict on me, but the
fact that by taking it I had drifted away from
their conceptions as to what is normal and now
they really wanted to get me back there.

But I felt that none of these explanation
s

mattered to Anna and I already suspected 
that

most of them would not matter for me as w
ell,

as I was already starting to forget some 
of

them on my first day. This felt liberating
 - for

the first time my explanation did not have
 to

sound like a defense that had to appeal t
o

people who, without it, would have dismis
sed me

as an outcast, nor an excuse that I had t
o offer

to those who were disappointed with me to
 make

myself likable (although at that time I w
as so

bad at making myself likable that I didn’
t even

attempt to do that). It just had to provi
de the

explainer’s viewpoint on the event in que
stion,

hopefully described in a way that is some
how

useful for the listeners, for if you thin
k

about it, all explanations are (and can b
e)

nothing more than that. Even in mathemati
cs if

you take abstract concepts like the conce
pt of

group-like objects (monoid, group, catego
ry



etc.) as an example, they are just perspe
ctives

that some people had when thinking about 
other

objects and that others then chose to ado
pt.

But none of this happened by force, and n
or my

teachers and parent’s attempt to force me
 to

embrace their perspectives for my own dev
iation

wasn’t in any way successful, even with m
y

eager cooperation (after failing to confr
ont to

the stereotype of a “good kid”, I thought
 I’d

at least be able to be a “troubled teen” 
which,

to my surprise was equally exhausting). A
fter

I’d swept away everyone else’s interpreta
tions,

my actions seemed to me as clear as can b
e and

without any need for further justification
, like

a natural phenomenon.

“How it happened? Well, I had already knew from
who to buy weed for a few months, and where to
buy it. I didn’t necessarily liked them but
subconsciously I must have been compelled to
try hanging out with them. One day our PE

teacher was out and we had a few hours free
which (atypically) I had no idea how to spend,
and when I glanced at the benches next to the
yard as I was exiting school I saw them (they
were always the exact same people and in almost
the same configuration) and I approached to say
hi to the girl that I knew. While making the
steps I wondered what would I do if they offered
me to smoke with them, I had my motives to
reject it (addiction, brain damage resulting
from long-term use), but nevertheless when I
enumerated them I felt that what was stopping
me from trying wasn’t any of them, it was just



fear, a kind of fear that I felt was more

harmful than the effects, and I realized that I
was already seduced to try it, and so my

hesitance to do so was just some preconceptions
that were going against my own desires. So when
I reached my friend, I asked her if she would
sell me weed. My request got everyone laughing
at me, as it knew it would. I acted offended in
reality I didn’t mind - I wasn’t trying to be
cool, nor to appeal to them or to everyone
else. I just wanted to explore this thing which
I found interesting, in the same way as I

explored everything else.”

I made a pause to gather my thoughts and 
stared

back to Anna whom I had almost forgotten 
I was

speaking to, but who was nevertheless sti
ll

listening to me with what it looked like

fascination. I made up my mind about what
 I

wanted to say next, but didn’t proceed, a
s she

(although silent) looked like she wanted 
to

tell me something. I stared back to Alex 
and

Catherine for a few seconds and then back
 at

her to give her time.

“OK, I think I am ready to slp with you!”



Anna and Cathy / Trying to be like other

people / Sleeping with Anna

Back to the facility



“OK, I think I am ready to slp with you!”

This proposition left me both shocked and

flattered, and also feeling a variety of other
emotions, but shock was all that came out from
my immediate reaction - it was a typical

mathematicians’ shock, one of a person who
cannot escape from the daunting feeling that
they got something wrong, shock that, although
useful when solving maths problems, had gotten
me in a lot of issues in social situations, as
although the way you react wouldn’t make any
difference when you are standing in a room,
facing a white sheet of paper (or more often
one that has some lines written and then

crossed out) the situation is quite different
when you are with another person - in this
case, as I learned later, your primal reactions
are, for a variety of reasons, best kept

suppressed, depending of course of what your
goal is, or whether you have one.

In my situation I didn’t have any goal, b
ut

still I managed to disappoint myself of m
yself:

I started throwing stupid questions at An
na (

“But y?”, “Did’t o id  a  vin?”) which made

her feel more uncomfortable than if I had

turned down her suggestion (which wasn’t 
even a

suggestion, but just a comment) and at th
e same

time robbed me of the possibility to agre
e with

it, ultimately making her retract from he
r

thrust, and, perhaps, lust for me: whatev
er it

was that she felt, she no longer felt it 
or at

least she didn’t want to express it in th
e way



she wanted to express it originally and i
nstead

she apologized in a way that made it soun
d like

wanting to sleep with someone is some kin
d of

insult and then went on to blame her “out
burst”

on the stress she felt from her time in t
he

facility and on Catherine, whom she conti
nued

talking for the whole time we were walkin
g,

claiming that the only reason she wanted 
to

sleep with me was because Catherine was

obviously sleeping with Alex and she was 
always

subconsciously copying her.

It was then, when I learned the whole story
regarding the relationship between Anna and
Cathy: Anna’s parents were long-time friends
with Cathy’s and had been comparing the two
children’s development since they were infants,
however Catherine’s parents became much richer
and successful over the years which made Anna’s
parents all the more demanding towards their
only daughter, and more determined to use her
success as a way to get back to Catherine’s
parents, who also didn’t have other children.
So when, for example, Ann started falling

behind in terms of school grades, she was quick
to find herself taking private lessons, of

course at the same place where Catherine was
going.

At first, Ann tried to emulate some aspect
s of

the idealized version of Catherine that h
er

parents were seeing - one that neither go
t

high, nor went to parties as the real Cat
herine

did (up to a point she was pretty success
ful at



leading her double life without anyone

knowing), and she quickly realized that i
t

(this version) was completely made up and

incompatible with reality. However instea
d of

impelling her to abandoning the goal, thi
s

realization made Anna to know more and be
 more

like the real Catherine. So at one point 
when

Catherine went out for a drink, she prete
nded

that she had wanted to try alcohol for a 
long

time but didn’t have anyone to provide he
r with

it and then, after they got drunk togethe
r,

pretended that she liked it very much and
 she

wanted to try again. But even being close
 with

Catherine didn’t help Anna from feeling l
ike

she was “missing the point” as she hersel
f put

it that night - “The thing that unnerved me is

that everything about her was move vivid, she

was beer than me both in udying and in

having fun, you know? And in terms of

personality, a I had was my dirty chats, whe

she slept tl 2 PM each Saturday, I didn’t even

dare to ask her how she had spend her Fridays

evening.”

My response was rude, but the naivety of her
last remark made me want to put a stop to all

this train of thought: “Pers yi n pa d
yi t l es?” I said, as earlier I had
learned that this was indeed the day of the
week and hour when Cathy had attempted suicide,



“Probably, but let me ask you something: Didn’t
you want to kl yoursf at some point? And if yes,
than what made you hesitant to do it? Your
rong wl to live? Or ju simple fear?” and when
I told her that there is nothing wrong with
fear she didn’t answer anything, which made me
stop the whole conversation with her, or rather
to continue it in the form of a monologue and
without sharing my thoughts with her. I ended
it by telling her that I didn’t think she was
in any way wrong. What I didn’t tell her (for
fear of being misunderstood) was that she

didn’t have to copy anyone in order to be

strong, nor did she have to kill herself in
order to overcome her fears, but that was

because I myself was (and am) unsure of it, in
the same way as I am unsure how being alive
compares with being dead. The only thing I was
sure was that this relationship (the one

between Anna and Catherine) felt wrong to me.
Indeed, at that moment I thought that any

attempt to emulate a person, living or

imaginary, was wrong as I felt that it cannot
ever be successful, but why so, again I didn’t
know - perhaps it was that our brain somehow
always picked up the wrong aspect, the wrong
person, the wrong way to imitate. Or perhaps
there was some peculiarity in the way that the
world is build that forbids our personalities
from being modeled after any kind of other
representation, like that mysterious second law
of thermodynamics, that forbids order being



created from chaos, destroying any possible
pattern in any possible system, making sure
that nothing that makes sense for us stays that
way for long. At any rate, our uniqueness is
perhaps the single biggest source of stress in
our life, as well as potential source of joy
which, however, few of us know how to utilize.

I wanted to tell Anna something that woul
d at

once get her away from all the troubles t
hat

she was soaked into, but I couldn’t think
 of

anything and my failure left me so anxiou
s that

I spent the rest of the way worrying that
 that

someone at the facility would notice that
 we

are missing, but we actually arrived pret
ty

quickly and nobody seemed to care that we
 had

left, which again made me anxious - befor
e that

going outside seemed like a rebellious ac
t, now

it looked more like a useless wander that
 we

underwent, not as a strive towards freedo
m, but

just for a lack of better thing to do.



Anna's childish behavior / Critics / Boring

robots / Adoring Anna

The sleepover



One evening, a couple of days after my fir
st day

at the facility, which I mostly spent in

isolation and fruitless attempts to resum
e my

mathematical studies on the child-sized d
esk

located right next to Alex’s bed, Alex ca
me and

reminded me about the arrangement that we
 made

when we were out - that I was supposed to
 sleep

in Anna’s room so he and Cathy can sleep

together in our room. Alex talked about g
irls

most of the time, so while I was folding 
my

sheets, I asked him whether I should hook
 up

with Anna. “Yes” he said. And then when I

pressed him to give me explanation he bas
ically

said in a (not very) roundabout way that 
we

both seemed weird to him, and so we will 
go

together, but I didn’t find it very useful
 -

besides the fact that “People that A finds

weird” (A being Alex or anyone else) was 
not an

objective category, but one that is inher
ently

related to A, it was also based on a nega
tive

predicate (weird, being non-normal), so i
t was

probably an arbitrarily large category, m
uch

larger than any category that A would bui
ld in

a constructive way (like “people that loo
k like

my mom” (if Anna is reading this, I swear
 that

there was no hidden meaning in the choice
 of

example)). Still, it (Alex’s response) so
unded

authentic and honest and because of that 
-

reassuring, to the point that it almost m
ade me

want to get together with all people that
 Alex

finds weird, and to feel happy that I met 
at

least one of them.

I went to Anna’s room and we talked a bit, but



she seemed distant, like she was copying

Cathy’s way of reacting to everything, trying
to be witty for no reason and being at the same
time shy and over the top with her movements.
While I went to my room to pick up my stuff she
had put on a very short nightgown, but she
seemed to be very uncomfortable in it,

constantly pulling the blanket to cover her
chest, while taking on impersonal

conversations, saying things like “You wl mt
Jane tomorrow, she is very swt, a very gd
person actuay.” Watching her, I kept thinking
that that was the “real” Anna which I was

seeing, when Catherine was gone and, I suspect,
because she was gone - she looked innocent and
confused, her posture was not offensive but
defensive and, above all, she was extremely
well-tempered, even stupidly so, more than
Catherine or anyone in her social circle would
ever care appreciate - her behavior was that of
a kid, of someone who was never disappointed,
almost like someone who to some extend cannot
be disappointed. It’s always strange when

someone turns out to be sweet and good when the
social masks are off, at first the revelation
seems almost scarier than people who are

psychopaths underneath, but it is only natural
if you think about it. I mean, who has bigger
need to wear a mask, a violent psychopath or a
gentle little thing like her.

A little remark that she made that sounde
d

similar to something I myself used to say
 when



I was a kid made me want to remember how 
I felt

when I was innocent like her - as a kid (
my

childhood lasted longer than that of most
 other

people (although not as long as hers)) I 
was

putting a lot of effort to be good to ever
yone,

and to fill the mold (or perhaps the cage)
 that

their expectations consisted of, and I wa
s not

giving up for a long time, simply because
 I

didn’t know that giving up was an option.
 I

treated the feedback from older people ar
ound

me (teachers, parents etc) as the only fo
rm of

validation that existed, and them, as the
 only

people who knew what it was to be good. B
ut

they were not good, and realizing that al
so

made me realize why my efforts to be bette
r were

never enough for them, and why their rema
rks

regarding my behavior, were less than fav
orable

no matter how hard I tried - it was becau
se

they themselves didn’t have the answers

regarding what it was to be good, it was

because there were no answers and even if
 there

were some, they weren’t to be found in th
e

collective conscience that they (older pe
ople)

were representatives of, but were instead

personal and perhaps even intimate, as th
e

answers I found in mathematics, or those 
I felt

when I talked to people about, usually, q
uite

different things. In short, I realized tha
t good

nature wasn’t provoked by criticism, but 
by

acceptance of how the other person thinks
 and

feels. And realizing this helped me reali
ze

that it wasn’t just that the people who

criticized me that are never going to be

satisfied (something that every child real
izes,



sooner or later) but that I too wouldn’t 
feel

satisfied by following their advice (somet
hing

too few people realize AFAIK.) That the o
nly

thing that being susceptible to criticism
 would

do for you is to turn you into a critic

yourself and to make you grumpy, for a la
ck of

a better word, because, when you think ab
out

it, what critics do is not to try to get 
other

people to be better, but rather to make t
hem fit

their criteria (i.e to redefine reality so
 it

works in their favor.) And that’s a lost 
cause

for many reasons: one - reality cannot be

redefined so easily (even when we are talk
ing

about the reality of just your family or 
your

social circle). And two, even convincing

everyone that they should think like you,

wouldn’t make them really like you e.g. p
eople

who are unhappy with this way of thinking
 would

still be unhappy and all that you would b
e

achieving would be shutting down their ch
ance

to be fulfilled. Besides, even the most

successful critics are still just critics
, that

is, they just comment on the words and

worldviews of other people (most of which

probably didn’t feel a particular need to
 be

criticized).

(I am not going to quote that famous saying
that nobody made a statue of a critic, because
it’s cliche, but more importantly because it is
technically wrong - I’ve seen a statue of a
literary critic, it’s located at the park right
next to my house.)



But still we all judge everyone else arou
nd us,

even though we know it’s stupid, simply b
ecause

we are built like that. Even (and I’m rea
lly

ashamed to confess it) my first reaction t
o

seeing Anna’s naivety, which I luckily ma
naged

to suppress, was to tell her that she was
 being

too childish and that she needs to grow u
p and

stuff. Not only was I about to judge her, 
but I

was about to criticize her for her immatu
rity,

and criticizing someone for being immatur
e is

the worst type of criticism there is, as 
with

it you are basically saying that they are
 not

as huge of a critic as you (or that they 
have

too much desire for happiness perhaps?) I
 have

this theory (which I am sure you were dyi
ng to

hear) that the criteria for maturity in a
 given

society is not based on any kind of physi
cal or

emotional strength but on obedience and o
n the

ability to put up with everything that yo
u need

to put up with. Like, for example we won’
t call

a kid that plays chess at professional

tournaments “mature” (and neither a young

mathematician who is trying to solve the

Knapsack problem, mind you) - we keep tha
t

label for the child who is unremarkable i
n the

special way that is not causing us any ki
nd of

concern. From this theory it follows that
 human

societies are basically useless and waste
ful

machines for creating boring robots, but 
that

is another story.

Luckily, I was able to detect the “boring

robot” behavior on time so I managed to stop
myself on time and never said any of those at



hindsight awful-sounding things that Anna had
probably heard too many times (one is already
too many), nor did I go at the equally easy-to-
fall-into opposite direction of trying to be
the “anti-critic”, telling her that it was her
behavior and her worldview that was the right
one and that everyone who criticize her are
better off imitating her. No, I might have not
known any better in terms of how to free her
mind from the cage that being susceptible to
criticism has put her into, but I knew enough
to know that I couldn’t do that by just

attacking the people who attacked her, and in
the same way that they attacked her. I knew
that she didn’t need me to praise her but to
adore her, didn’t need to be told that she is
correct, but to be told that she is cute, that
she is OK. And a clear soul like her’s was easy
to adore. A fact, which was on first glance
paradoxical as she wasn’t the kind of person
who somebody would typically choose to adore,
nor one who would even know how to be adored.
But once she got tired of those clumsy

mannerisms with which she welcomed me (and at
which she was so terribly bad at, anyways), and
saw that I wasn’t being impressed by them as
well, she quickly stripped them from herself,
like a little girl stripping away her mother’s
old ball gown that she had to wear at a formal
event (and who possibly is already wearing
sneakers underneath it) and presented herself
in a way that was free of melancholy and of the
irony that results from it, a self for which
adoration was almost the only feeling that I



could, or needed, to feel.

The sleepover contd



Irony / Heroes and deserters / Retreat to

where? / Real and ideal / Choices

When I say free of irony, I feel I need t
o

elaborate, as I already mentioned Anna wa
s

ironic almost all the time, however her i
rony

was of type which was quite different from
 the

emotion-numbing type you usually see in o
ther

people. It was an irony that had no concr
ete

subject, nor an audience that was suppose
d to

“get it” and laugh, a general irony, one 
which

was targeted at everything with the purpo
se of

being appreciated by everyone (although n
ot

many people actually appreciated it), one
 which

seemed to perpetuate the natural asymmetr
y of

the world and the people’s view of it and
 the

general irrelevance of most of the things
 that

we say and think. Her usage of this irony
 was

so pervasive that it looked like the whol
e her

individuality (the real one, not the clum
sy

imitation of Cathy that she presented to 
the

world) existed solemnly within its bounds
 - her

irony provided for her a safe place that

enabled her individuality to flourish, but
 it

was also a shield that guarded her from t
he

rest of the world. In its realm, she coul
d be

really beautiful and confident and could w
alk

naked and vulnerable without any fear of 
being

hurt. But at the same time she was lonely
, like

a princess living in a beautiful and secu
re

castle, who was nevertheless secretly hop
ing

that she would get kidnapped.

There was a funny hand gesture, that Anna did



all the time and which, I think embodied what I
am talking about - it was a weird combination
of a slapping movement (the movement when you
make when you want somebody to stop something)
and of hand-waving, and she used it to express
a feeling that was a combination of boredom
(“yeah, yeah, we have heard about that

already”) and of supreme disinterest (like
“there would be nothing you can possibly say
about that that would, in any way, intrigue
me”) and whenever she thought a given topic or
line of thought was not worthy of her

attention, she just did that gesture and then
just stopped listening to what I was saying
until I changed the subject - it was something
like a magical move, which made the thing that
she didn’t like disappear from her world, and
made me disappear myself as a punishment for
failing to recognize the nature of her magical
abilities - it looked as if she was still with
me, however after a while I was realizing I was
seeing Anna the impostor and that Anna the
princess had banished me from the castle.

This ability of hers had always made me f
urious

(as probably every peasant was furious at
 the

aristocrats for being what they are and n
ot

simple and easy to understand like themse
lves

(or indeed any person who saw people with
 more

power than them)), so I spent a lot of eff
ort to

make her more like me, make her face the

unpleasant circumstances around us, even

without accepting them, as acceptance was
 a

quality that I myself didn’t possess. In 
my



mind I had thought that I would be doing 
her a

favor by making her face her fears which

resembled the ones that I had at my child
hood

when I was afraid to go out of bed becaus
e some

monsters will eat me (perhaps the “X” dra
wing

on my door was some subconscious ritual t
hat

would protect me from them), but no - Ann
a was

actually much more mature then what I tho
ught,

and the fears that she had that made her 
negate

everything were actually pretty real - sh
e

feared the people’s hatred and intoleranc
e,

especially towards woman and minorities, 
groups

both of which she represented (more on th
at

later.) She feared “the dull” as she call
ed it,

(which I maintain is not real but invente
d, but

that doesn’t make it any less scary) and 
that

she would little by little be sucked into
 it -

a very real possibility which would also 
turn

out to be the fate of many of our friends
, as

the days went by. In many ways she was a

realist and she wasn’t so much in fear of
 those

things, as she was foreseeing and mitigat
ing

the issues that they might cause. When a 
war is

coming, in addition to the people who are

fearless and ready to fight, or are wonder
ing

whether they should fight, there would alw
ays be

those who had long fled out the country (u
nder a

fake name if needed), leaving everything 
behind

and are watching the action from the othe
r part

of the world, behind a pair of big sungla
sses.

None of them would go in history, but the
y also

wouldn’t have to participate in the absur
d

events that history was comprised of (and
 yes,

history is absurd - if it wasn’t, there



wouldn’t be a whole scientific discipline

dedicated to deciphering how and why the 
hell

did some events happen.)

In this aspect, I was the opposite of her, for
although my bravery was phony, I was always
fighting - if war did indeed, I would probably
be a soldier, but I wouldn’t be like those
truly brave ones who enter the battle with a
devotion to die for their ideals - I probably
would have been more akin to a guy those whose
bravery, if it were present at all, is gone
after the first gunshot, the one who is always
looking back towards retreat and sometimes the
only reason he is not heading to that direction
is that he knows that dying as a hero seems a
little better than being a deserter. They (I)
would go in battle, they might even be able to
maintain concentration and do better than some
soldiers who are truly brave, due to their
ability to disassociate when faced with a scary
situation, but no matter how far they get, all
of them would know that their bravery is a
result of cowardice - they are only advancing
because they are too scared to escape.

Or perhaps the reason I stayed in the tre
nches

was because I didn’t have anywhere to ret
reat

to, like for example many of my classmate
s who,

were able to retreat to mathematics when 
they

were facing issues with some other aspect
 of

their life, and were able to sink so deep
 into

the subject that they would forget everyt
hing

else in much the same way in which dedica
ted



soldiers would sink into the idea of winn
ing

their war, whatever it was. Sometimes I t
hink

that that is why I disliked the nerd cult
ure -

it was because I wasn’t a true nerd, alth
ough I

wanted to be. Because I envied those peop
le -

in my mind they were always happier than 
me,

as, even lonely, they were stepping in th
eir

own little realms with confidence, while m
yself

no matter what choice did I make, would a
lways

be unsure about it, and I would always be

looking forward to an opportunity to chan
ge it

even for a second, not so much because I

regretted the choice itself, but because 
I

disliked the fact that I have to make it,
 the

fact that I could only be at one place at
 one

time, to be one person, leading one, and 
only

one, life.

That (the inherent limitation of choice) was
something which Anna realized too, and because
of which she never attempted to escape from her
escapism - she knew very well that the real was
not the ideal and so, even though she sometimes
flirted with reality, whenever she got too close
to anything real she just made it disappear
using this gesture of hers, for which I already
talked about. She knew that the ideal is by
definition not real (as people who have read
philosophy know, “ideal” is actually an antonym
of “real”) as a person can be ideal only under
a very narrow set of criteria - you reach

ideality (perfection) by “getting better”, but
the concept of getting better already

presupposes the existence of criteria for what



is good and bad. So in effect, our strive for
ideality (perfection) can be equated with

concentrating more and more on a given criteria
for what is good and bad until we internalize
it and it becomes a part of us, forgetting
everything else. The ability to choose these
criteria and committing to them is key in such
efforts, not because it makes us more

productive, but because it prevents us from
seeing how pointless our efforts appear in the
grand schema of things.

Cathy, for example, was good at choices. 
She

also never ever tried to reconcile the re
al and

the ideal and was pragmatic instead. I th
ink

that she was so successful at school, bec
ause

she concentrating on giving the teachers 
what

they wanted, instead of trying to underst
and

the disciplines better than they did, whi
ch,

kids, is never a good idea if your aim is
 good

grades. So she basically scraped the idea
l in

order to get closer to it in the eyes of 
other

people, (which she could do with ease, as
 for

her every ideal (as well as the very idea
 of

it) was garbage.)

But I wasn’t good at any of those things, and
so every time I made a choice I felt that

something was taken away from me, I sometimes
used to imagine each point where I had to make
a choice like a quantum state, a wave function
that hasn’t yet interacted with the rest of the
world, a box that could potentially contain
anything (and, if you think like the quantum



physics terms somehow did contain anything) but
which was quickly growing in size too quickly
and getting entangled with everything else - my
pasts, and present situation. It was the world,
it was what quantum scientist call “background
environment” that was the enemy for me. The
world that constantly made us make decisions
and to identify with those decisions in a way
that was always fierce and unforgiving.



The uncut book pages / Envy

Us and them

At first I thought Anna was going to make 
me



disappear from her world as well, as soon
 as I

made a mistake or two, like for example i
n the

beginning of the evening when I tried to 
talk

to her about my favorite movies (a topic 
that I

always brought up when I had nothing else
 to

talk about), or shortly after, when she t
alked

me about her relationship with her parent
s when

my initial reaction then was to try to ma
ke

some weird parallel between it and the

relationship that I had with my parents a
nd to

try to resolve her issues by means of it,
 not

because I really believed I can do it (my

relation with my parents wasn’t that good

anyways), but because I thought that that
 were

the only useful direction to which I coul
d take

this conversation. In hindsight, I was

obviously way off — I didn’t realize that 
all my

solutions were to her just new problems, 
that

every advice was criticism, and that ever
y

attempt to get close to her actually boug
ht me

farther away.

But although she never made any compromise with
her rejection to be involved in any of those
topics, she listened without making weird and
vaguely related remarks that were meant as an
excuse to change the subject and when she did
finally change the subject, she did it in a way
that was sudden but at the same time didn’t
feel forced. She started talking about books,
but ignored usual topics of favorite genres and
authors, and instead talked about why she

preferred paper books (because of the way paper
smells), the times of the day (and night) when



she reads etc. Then she started telling me a
story of how she got a very old and rare novel
(she didn’t say the title) from her local

library, and when she read till about halfway
through it, she came across two pages that
weren’t cut out properly, which made her

realize that although many people had lent the
novel previously, she was the first one to reach
that point. In the end, she felt hesitant to
split the paper, and ended up leaving the pages
sealed. I didn’t ask her why, as I knew that
she would have asked me why should she cut it
in return, and instead we went on pondering
whether there was a chance that some other
person had gotten till those pages before, but
they were also hesitant to split them. At that
moment I suddenly recalled an occurrence when I
came across a pair of improperly-cut pages
myself - the book was mine, so I did cut them
(or tear them by hand, which seems more

probable), but I did feel an awkward sensation
when I saw the concealed page for the first time
- it was like I was seeing something that I was
not supposed to see.

Because, after all, who gave me the right
 to do

it? And who would even be capable of givi
ng me

such right (some obscure Greek god maybe?

;DDDD). That was one of those questions t
hat

don’t make any sense before someone asks 
them,

but once they are on the table, they can 
make

me confused as hell, a reaction that perh
aps

makes me worse than Ann, who just felt th
at

same sensation, but she quickly skipped t
he



pages instead of overthinking the hell ou
t of

it, like I did. Or perhaps both of us wer
e

lucky, because we were not numb for this 
weird

sensation, and because we can probably pe
rceive

countless other similar phenomena that do
n’t

exist for other people. But then again, p
erhaps

we were crazy for having minds that stop 
and

start whenever they want and often drift 
in

unwanted directions, beautiful but useles
s,

like most of the thoughts that they produ
ced.

Our conversation also kept drifting from topic
to topic and occasionally hitting a wall until
I became tired of it and so I remained silent
and instead caught myself listening to the
rhythmical moans or Cathy which were coming
from the other room. Her voice sounded so

passionate that I couldn’t help but feel envy
when I listened to her “Oh”-s and “Yes”-s.

“Yeah, they are fucking…” Anna said to me with
a tone of voice which seemed emotionless, but
which at the same time served as a more than
clear signal that she was jealous too.

It was the typical type of envy that idea
lists

like me felt for people who were deeply-r
ooted

in the “real world”, whatever that concep
t

meant. One that is stemming from the drea
dful

feeling that that I would always be going
 in

one direction and looking at the opposite
 one.

And, although much more confident than me,
 Ann

was similar to myself in her lack of will
power,

and, similarly to myself, she didn’t feel
 she

knew what true happiness was, not because
 she



lacked the means to attain it (in fact, I

sometimes think that people like her are 
best-

suited to attain virtually anything), but

because she didn’t possess the single-

mindedness necessary to actually enjoy it
. So

my envy was hers as well, and (as hilario
us it

seems to me sometimes (and probably to yo
u as

well)) it was particularly tragic at time
s, as

it was an envy that completely devoid of 
hope

of attaining its object of desire.

“Do you want to s Dana?” Ann she asked me
after a while (Dana was the nickname she used
for that dirty profile in that social network
that she told me about) and then she explained
what she meant - she liked to show me the sexy
outfits that she had bought in order to take the
pictures she posted online and to tell me some
of the stories that she made up for her

character.

Her question threw me off guard even more 
than

the first time (when she said she wanted t
o

sleep with me) and I had even less of an 
idea

on how to answer it, not because I could 
fancy

myself choosing both options, but because
 I

couldn’t imagine choosing either - on one
 hand

it would have been absolutely stupid to r
efuse

the proposition of the beautiful girl, wh
om I

was also obliged to stay with (not to men
tion I

had absolutely nothing better to do) and 
on

another - she was about to make herself

vulnerable to me, which, I felt, would le
ave me

vulnerable as well, as if I was obliged t
o



leave the real of the normal and the mund
ane

with her. I say “as if”, because I don’t 
really

know whether it was more of an obligation
, or a

want or desire. At any rate, normality we
re a

constant burden to us all (OK I mean us a
t the

facility, I didn’t mean to include you), 
so

escape was sometimes automatic, like the

drowner’s grouching for breath. So, while
 I

while my mind was playing scenarios and

weighting the pros and cons of each one, 
I told

Anna that it would be interesting for me 
to see

her alter ego.



Anna's fantasy / What makes us weird / The

establishment and being normal

Sex



When she came back, Anna/Dana had a trans
parent

blouse that from which her nipples were c
learly

visible and the short miniskirt with pant
ies of

different color. “So what do you like… in sex?”
she said the last part after I sat silent

 for a

few seconds (although her looks provided 
enough

context for her question, even for me. “The…

Par… Whe… I… Cum…”, I said and I became silent

again, realizing that what I said sounded
 like

a stupid joke, although I was actually tr
ying

to be serious. “OK. For example… What’s y
our

favorite category of porn sites?” she ask
ed,

and when I began blushing she began encou
raging

me “Yes, tell me what are you thinking ab
out

right now?”

But I didn’t tell her, and so she took the lead
and started describing a sexual fantasy of hers
which I am not sure I remember clearly as it
was it was pretty complex, but which began
something like this: Dana wakes up at the

seashore after taking a part of a ship wreck.
She is naked, except for a bra (she had this
whole backstory that justified this). Soon she
is captured by a tribe of ingenious people who
plan to use her as a sex slave, but she somehow
realizes this and comes up with a counter plan
- to seduce the members of the tribe and turn
them into sex slaves instead. And via a long
series of sex, backstabbing and mind games
(although a little chaotic, her plot was

probably more structured than the narrative you
are reading right now) she becomes the princess



of the tribe.

She got immersed within that fantasy for

seconds and started teasing me and then m
aking

me touch her, constantly getting in and o
ut of

character. The whole situation seemed fun
nier

(and therefore much less weird) than I mi
ght

have expected. Maybe it was because it al
l

reached the level of weirdness after whic
h you

couldn’t expect anything. Or perhaps it w
as

because it is not really our quirks that 
makes

us weird, but our inability to accept the
m and

to show them to the world, the fear that 
we

might be misunderstood. Fear that was,

obviously, totally well-grounded, but als
o

illogical, as we are always misunderstood
. It

is this fear which actually is the sole r
eason

why the very concept of the perverse exis
ts.

This fear of exposing yourself, that make
s you

hide, betray, even remove this part of yo
u

which you actually hold dearest. This fea
r that

makes us make up explanations like “I wen
t

crazy for a while, this is not who I am, 
this

is just a little deviation in my behavior
, this

is Dana.”

This is what I thought first, but then while I
was sitting with her, trying out a fantasy of
mine (my dream where my maths teacher has sex
with me to reward me for my awesome work on the
end-of-year test) the distinction between the
perverse and the vanilla seemed to me

superfluous, as did the distinction between
alcohol and marijuana which originally tempted



me to try the latter. It seemed that it existed
only so to provide ground for some people to
feel bad, or rather for the opposite party to
feel good. And if not “good”, then at least
“protected”. My memory shifted to several of my
classmates who at ninth grade were already
preparing for university exams and were

starting to prepare their portfolio for when
they apply at Facebook or Google (or, create a
startup, for the more adventurous) - they were
the biggest assholes ever, but nobody was able
to say a thing about them as they were carrying
the doctrines of the establishment like an
armor. They were “vanilla”.

Like, when I was little and I asked my fa
ther

(and nowadays parents are the ultimate vo
ice of

the establishment) why it’s wrong to smok
e pot,

he told me that as a respectable member o
f

society, I cannot be seen doing it. And s
o I

have two options - I would either have to
 drop

it at some point, which would be painful 
for

me, or keep it a secret and live some kin
d of

double life, but he clearly was most afra
id of

the third option which he didn’t mention 
- that

I might decide not to be a respectable me
mber

of society, that I might deviate further 
and I

would integrate this habit into my life a
nd

exhibit it in a way that would normalize 
it in

the eyes of some people and, by doing so,

normalize myself as well, making the devi
ation

an integral part of myself (and therefore
 not a

deviation at all), and feeling good about
 it,

and the only downside would be that I wou
ld



make some people uncomfortable. He never

mentioned that option because I would hav
e

asked him what’s wrong with it and he wou
ld

have to lie and say that it’s not good to
 make

people uncomfortable, but both of us woul
d know

that the worst thing about it was that it
 would

make himself uncomfortable, something abo
ut

which there was no way around.

And the case with Anna was a similar (if you
replace marijuana with being kinky) — I am sure
that she was way more insecure than she should
be, because her parents were more assertive.
But again, why was it so? Perhaps the

distinction between the vanilla and the

perverse was just an invention of the

established. Perhaps it was there just to

enable some people to obscure the choices that
they are making and to make it seem like they
are making no choice at all, that they did what
they did just because that’s the way it is done
in principle. Why were they were doing it

really? To buy some comfort, like how catholic
priests were offering rich people eternal

salvation for a few gold coins - it is lame but
it is better than nothing, especially if you
already have the coins. That last thought

struck me as some kind of revelation - the
distinction between vanilla and perverse,

between normal and weird wasn’t only an

invention of the establishment - it gave birth
to the establishment — the ultimate way to
exert power over someone, was to make yourself
the “normal” one in the face of others and



them, the “weird” one, the deviating one.

I abandoned my thoughts, or rather I left
 them

be, without actually engaging with them. 
I put

my hand on Anna/Dana’s butt and pulled he
r body

towards mine. We continued with our rolep
lay,

but were doing so in a somewhat tongue-in
-cheek

manner, as if we were parodying the way w
e

talked just before. I undressed, (I was f
ully-

clothed while she was naked for at least 
half

an hour) and I started rubbing her pussy,

getting more and more horny. I looked at 
her

face, fearing that I was making her

uncomfortable, but she actually looked ca
lmer

than when I was clothed. And then she sta
rted

caressing my body end encouraging me to h
ave

sex with her “OK, let’s get on with it”, “OK, now

put it in!”, and the thought that I was about to
do that, that we are about to start havin

g sex

was so arousing that it actually made me 
finish,

by spraying my sperm all around her pussy
 and

belly, all the way up to her titties. I c
losed

my eyes, and when I opened them in this b
rief

second of clarity that you experience rig
ht

after you cum, (among other occasions) al
l my

thoughts from before came back to me, but

transformed in a way where all the tensio
n from

them was removed - the issues that I saw 
seemed

like non-issues. The paradoxes, which bef
ore

that seemed daunting right now just seeme
d like

a mere curiosities.

“What are you thinking about?”She asked me



once she stopped laughing. The question made me
uncomfortable at first, but when I came to my

senses I decided to just tell her everything “It
es e t net  ni, li ni su te, on xs
o m el o se t hi t te r an d
a t e t te m o ce t . In or d’ ta
t deon  no l deon d y a t eg
ibe. But y ul re! Bece  yu l a cig
nes, if  an’t eg ibe bu r oc,
te r al no-cos. So t ud’t al mar 
te (yo hi) lo  ot po.”

“Hm, then, shouldn’t it be easy to make them?”
Anna asked.

I told her that Cathy had told me the exact
same thing earlier today, thinking that I would
make her happy, but she didn’t care and

dismissed the conversation.

After that, I remembered that we were hav
ing

sex (or were about to anyways) and I star
ted

apologizing to her that she didn’t finish.
 She

quickly told me that she’d actually reach
ed a

climax several times during our foreplay,
 which

made me feel really weird - I simultaneou
sly

had my confidence boosted because I succee
ded to

make a woman orgasm without even touching
 her

while I was also made insecure by the fac
t that

I apparently wasn’t at all aware about my

partner’s state during the act. “I do’t in 



di.” I said half-jokingly and then I offered to

lick her pussy so she understands the

difference, which she accepted.

Cigarettes



Alex's good night sleep / About me and Alex

again / Sex and love / The proof that P does

not equal NP

Soon after we heard a knock on the window
 -

Cathy was at our terrace smoking cigarett
es,

and she already had a half-full ashtray i
n

front of her. Anna, who was already weari
ng her

normal clothes again, opened the door to 
let

her in, and as soon as she entered she st
arted

talking, retelling us some news report th
at she

had read about how the leader of some pse
udo-

nazi party is gaining more and more follo
wers

and how they (I didn’t know if they were 
a man

or a woman) might have a very good result
 at

the next election. She seemed sad at first
, but

she quickly got back to her normal self (
the

one I knew from a few hours ago) as Anna 
was

listening to her and encouraging her to t
ell us

more.

“Oh, but you are just doing it to cheer me up,”
Cathy said, when she saw my featureless

expression which reminded her that, like me,
Ann had zero interest in politics and the like,

“let’s talk about something else!” And she
immediately began a second topic telling us
about how her evening with Alex went. It turned
out that Alex was so tired from climbing that
mountain that he fell asleep after a really
short sex session and she couldn’t wake him up
any more, even by touching him and blasting
music from the TV.



“Son le  ha c n og?” I muttered and
then went on to explain that we heard som

e

noises, but Cathy just laughed and explai
ned

that she barely made any sound when they 
were

having sex, so what we heard were most pr
obably

were hearing the sounds of her masturbati
ng

next to her sleeping boyfriend.

“That bastard, he always does that” she
continued. And then me or Ann asked her if she
meant that he always cums and falls asleep

after a minute, but she shook her head “No, it’s
not that he is bad at it, he just always does not
more, nor less than exactly what he wants.”

“Wl, you didn’t sm like you nded anything

more,” Anna retorted immediately in a way that
seemed envious, which prompted Cathy to s

tart a

long monologue on the topic of sex and

masturbation, which I don’t remember very
 well

(something about the two being connected,
 like

you cannot have good sex without being go
od at

masturbating, or something like that.) I

remember how she ended it: “It’s important to

have fun. But you must put some work into it, not

just expect it to happen by itself.”.

Then Cathy started asking how our evening went
and Ann tried to retell some highlights while
carefully trying not to say anything about me,
although I didn’t care that much. At some point



I even started laughing at the fact that I told
Ann that the best part I like most about sex
was the part I cum, and then I came before

actually having sex with her. “Well, you looks like
you had a lot more fun than us, even if you didn’t
have sex.” Cathy said pointing at me, as even
though I didn’t tell the “joke”, I still

couldn’t suppress my laughter.

Hearing her say this made this whole leit
 motif

about the parallel between me and Alex en
ter my

mind again, as if all these time the thou
ghts

were waiting like soldiers, preparing for
 an

ambush. In particular, I thought how I ha
d

spend my life falling in love with girls,
 while

he seemed to have spent his time just fuc
king

them (and falling asleep, at this particu
lar

instance (which was something that I myse
lf was

better off doing at that moment, but my br
ain

couldn’t stop.)) i.e. I spent it seeking

things, (while he spent it finding them.

The first person I fell in love with was one
that I met online, who was living in another
city. I never met her, although arranging it
was not strictly impossible. Nothing in real-
life connected us, and she barely knew how I
looked like, but she said she loved me and it
felt great, even greater than hearing it from
someone I knew, plus she wrote some of the most
beautiful poetry that I have ever heard,

especially from a 14-year-old. I remember this
particular line which is probably relevant to



the topic:

Probably it’s better for me to suffer from

feelings pure and love that’s boundless T
han it

is, for the lonely soul to count it’s

conquests, boring and perverse.

(It sounded better in Bulgarian, I cannot

really translate poetry, sorry.)

If Alex, was in a similar situation, he w
ould

drive directly to her town as, unlike me,
 he

was pursuing a clear and obtainable goal,
 which

is a prerequisite for achieving something
, but

also a way to limit what you can achieve.

Upon realizing that, after spending a whole
evening being jealous of him, I started to
suddenly feel sad for Alex. For although

unfulfilled, my dreams suddenly started seeming
way more exciting that anything that he can
experience, either by dreaming or doing. And my
world - immensely richer. At that time, (though
not always) sex without feelings seemed like a
glorified form of masturbation.

A little later at night I looked at my no
tes on

the Knapsack problem which were laying th
ere,

on Anna and Cathy’s desk (which looked ex
actly

like the one on mine and Alex’s room) and
 with

my reversed judgment I instantly realized
 that

there was no solution for it, that P and 
NP

were just two unrelated classes of proble
ms,

that the connection between them was made
 up.

My shift was so complete that the people 
who



thought that there was a reason why P wou
ld be

in NP all seemed like a bunch of self-imp
ortant

weirdos, and their pursuit of the proof -
 like

an unhealthy obsession.

Whenever you study mathematics, as in real
life, you came across those very weird and
convoluted structures that are beyond any kind
of explanation - you have the fractals like the
Mandelbrot set, that is a result of a super
simple equation but looks totally out of this
world, you had the continuous processes that
work in a way that is totally inexplicable to
me, NP , the motherfucking monster group (for
which John Conway said that it’s his only wish
to “know what it is about”). But no, most

people who study maths would either ignore most
of those or dismiss them as uninteresting, or
alternatively obsess over one of them,

forcefully trying to fit it in their invented
structure, like so many people tried to fit NP
into P. But neither worked. They were not

normal, nor they were weird. They were just
inexplicable.

Thinking about all this, I wrote a proof 
that P

does not equal NP, which I thought was co
rrect,

but which did not resemble any of the

mathematical proofs that I have seen (wit
h the

possible exception of the one in Turing’s
 “On

computable numbers…” (the one where he

introduced the Turing machine in order to
 prove

that some mathematical problems are

undecidable.)) but instead looked more li
ke an



essay. I will sketch the proof in the rem
ainder

of this chapter:

It started with an idea in logic. The idea
that, when they are reduced to logic,

mathematical truths (as well as all other

absolute truths) are tautologies i.e. they are
just repetitions of things that are already
given (axioms, postulates etc.) i.e. all

mathematical truths are basically a very

convoluted formulations of the statement A = A.

An important corollary of this which may

surprise some people (while at the same t
ime

being completely obvious to others) is th
at

mathematical propositions don’t say anyth
ing

about the real world. So, for example whe
n you

say that something like 1 + 1 = 2 is true
, you

are not asserting a fact about some real

objects (apples oranges, etc.), you are m
erely

simply saying that the terms 1 + 1 and 2 
are

defined in such a way that they can be use
d

interchangeably. It’s all semantics, like

Wittgenstein says (hey, do you know that

Wittgenstein taught maths to Allan Turing
?

Nevermind, that’s probably not rellevant.
)

My next step is to try to see what the

statement P=NP would look like when we take
this idea as a premise, that is, if all

mathematical statements are tautologies. If so,
then proving that P=NP would involve

reformulating the statement “ The solution of
Problem A can be check for correctness in n
iterations” to “Problem A can be solved in n



iterations”.

Finally, my paper went on to prove that s
uch

reformulation is impossible. This is wher
e it

gets hairy, because I wanted to be as ver
bose

as possible, but intuitively it is obviou
s that

solving a problem in polynomial time is v
ery

different from merely checking if a given

solution is correct in polynomial time (s
imply

because solving a problem is different fro
m

checking if a given solution is correct).
 To

rephrase the computer scientist Scott Aar
onson,

appreciating Mozart’s symphonies does not
 mean

that you are as good as Mozart. And just 
like

liking music is different from composing m
usic,

verifying solutions is different from crea
ting

them, and P=NP would imply that the two t
hings

are equivalent.

I finished my proof with the same words that I
would use to finish this part of the book: “The
believe in P=NP is the believe in all-powerful
agent, one that is capable of achieving all
that is theoretically possible. This belief,
however neglects the very essence of what

theories are - possible explanations for

already emergent phenomena.”

And as I was thinking about whether this 
paper

would get accepted in a journal and being

afraid that it wouldn’t my sight shifted 
to the

bed where Anna was sleeping and, I sudden
ly

felt better. Better than I felt the last 
week,

month, year, better that ever. And then i
t

occurred to me that paradoxically, that m
y stay



in the facility worked pretty well. That 
if I

continue doing this I would be OK. I coul
d not

remove my self-doubt (and neither I wante
d to),

and the dreadful feeling that my life and

everything I can possibly say or do was n
ot

worth anything, but if I tried to, I felt
 that

I could lessen the feeling of pretense th
at I

actually felt was at its (the self-doubt’
s)

root. After all, why a person would even 
bother

to feel self-doubt if they didn’t take

themselves too seriously in the first plac
e? We

only doubt the things that we rely on, an
d that

is clearly not so because there is no rea
son

for us to doubt the rest, it is just that
 most

of the time we don’t bother ourselves wit
h

doing so. Is our practice of taking ourse
lves

so seriously just a survival mechanism, a
 way

not to float away from the “sane” world? I
f so,

then Cathy’s ironic gesture was probably 
the

best reaction to everything that I did in
 the

last year (although she herself was one h
undred

percent the same as me), I was confident t
hat I

was brilliant, or at least that I would b
e

brilliant one day, but I was no more bril
liant

than a person who attempts to build a hou
se in

a swamp and thinks that the reason other 
people

missed the lovely spot was their superior

perceptions and judgment (or that guy fro
m the

Greek myth who flew too close to the sun a
nd

fell, if you are looking for a more

(over)poetic metaphor). At any rate, I wa
s

guilty about everything, the good and the
 bad

stuff, myself. I felt that realizing that 
was a

good start towards my rehabilitation.




